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ABSTRACT

This study examined the increasing popularity of bodybuilding
among men. Foucault's (1979;1990a) concept of discipline was

incorporated into the analysis to show how bodybuilding shaped and was

shaped by male bodybuilders' presentation of self, specifically their sense
ofmasculinity. Foucault argued that nineteenth century systems of social
control including the military, schools and prisons tried to control

peoples' bodies through surveillance and stimulation. Their bodies were

placed in a scientifically managed system of discipline in order to gain
access to their minds. Disciplinary discourses and practices produced
'docile' bodies, whose movements were spatially and temporally
fragmented and partitioned.

Likewise bodybuilding required its practitioners' adherence to

strict disciplinary regimens such as the weight training work-out and
nutritional programs, and the corresponding repression of uncontrolled

corporeal and emotional desires. This self-regimentation brought the

respondents closer to cultural ideals of masculinity including power,
domination and control. The majority (81%/n=16) said bodybuilding
enhanced their sense of masculinity by increasing their self-confidence in
regard to body size and strength, appropriate masculine behavior and
attractiveness. They were able to command others' respect and
admiration, which inspired self-pride and self-assurance.

The respondents' views on the relationship between masculinity
and weight training were compared with those of football athletes and
track and field athletes. The purpose was to determine if and how the
athletes' and bodybuilding respondents' experiences differed. The

bodybuilding and football respondents shared a hypermasculine image
premised upon physical size and prowess and self-control. In contrast,
the track and field athletes were generally indifferent to weight training,
which never affected their masculine identity in any noticeable respect.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Until recently, bodybuilding was regarded as a deviant activity by a

broad spectrum of society. Much of the earlier research in the area of

bodybuilding focused upon the differences in personality structures of

weightlifters and other athletes (Bednarek,1985:239). Bodybuilders were

depicted as experiencing feelings of inferiority, lacking masculinity, and

displaying narcissistic and homosexual tendencies. Many contemporary
scholars continue to describe bodybuilding negatively. Lingis (1986), for

example referred to bodybuilders as "atavistic", "grotesque monsters" or, as

"steroid-pumped eunuchs" whom middle-class women need not fear. While

Klein's (1993) ethnographic study of elite bodybuilders was more

theoretically sophisticated, he also described bodybuilding men as being
neurotically insecure, and engaged in a futile search for a hypermasculine
body image.

During the last decade, however, North American society has

witnessed the emergence of a somatic culture in which physical fitness
became revered, and bodybuilding has become increasingly acceptable. In

this somatic culture the body was seen "as an entity which is in the process of

becoming; a project which should be worked at and accomplished as part of

an individual's self-identity" (Shilling,1993:5). Recognizing the body as a

project entailed the acceptance that its size, shape and appearance were

subject to reconstruction according to the designs of its owner. Treating the
.

body as a project did not necessarily involve its wholesale transformation.
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However, it did involve individuals' consciousness about the management
and aesthetics of their bodies. This necessitated the recognition of the body
as both a personal and social resource which projected messages about a

person's self-identity. Therefore, "bodies became malleable objects which

could be shaped by the vigilance and hard work of their owners"

(Shilling,1993:5).
Bodybuilding became a popular means by which people, particularly

men, could assert their self-identities through the development of a

mesomorphic physique. Bodybuilding was a good example of the body as a

project because "the quality and size of bodybuilders' muscles challenged
accepted notions of what was natural about male bodies" (Shilling,1993:7).
By constructing 'unnaturally' large and striated muscular bodies,

bodybuilders were able to make powerful public and personal statements

about who they were (Fussell,1991). Glassner (1992) argued that

bodybuilding positively affected one's self-esteem and furthermore,

bodybuilders had more positive body-images than athletes in other sports

(Bednarek,1985).
In addition, bodybuilding was sometimes seen as a response to a

"crisis in masculinity" (White & Gillet,1994:20). Men often felt powerless and

unsure of themselves due to the disparity between masculine traits they were

expected to uphold and the social realities of daily life. Padfield (1980)

argued that social changes which stripped individuals of real power may

have led to a 'denial of powerlessness' in which flamboyant displays of

cultural symbols such as a muscular physique offered some men a

compensatory means by which they could construct and validate a particular
masculine identity. Bodywork provided men with "a site (their bodies) and

a cultural practice (the disciplinary regimens and discourses of

bodybuilding) with which to redress psychocultural anxieties through the

pursuit of a mesomorphic image that embodied hegemonic masculinity"
(White & Gillet,1994:20).
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Bodybuilding had physical and social limitations. Despite
bodybuilders' tireless and disciplined commitment to weight training

regimes, the struggle to attain a hypermasculine body image was never fully
realized and the process of building larger muscles was continually
unsatisfactory (White & Gillet,1992). Indeed, the effort expended by
bodybuilders on their bodies was doomed to failure. Bodies aged and

decayed, a prospect particularly disturbing to people whose self-identity
centered on their bodies. The "limitations of their efforts to maintain a young

and fit, ideally masculine body is highlighted by a thickening waistline and

sagging flesh"(Shilling,1993:7).
Societal attitudes toward men's bodies, and subsequent changes in

men's feelings and behaviors regarding their appearance have prompted this

study of the role of bodybuilding in men's lives. Although bodybuilding

shapes men's and women's perceptions of masculinity generally, for example

superheroes such as Arnold Schwarzenegger reflected the prevailing
masculine body-image, only a few men become bodybuilders. For the other

men, bodybuilding is not a source of identity formation and validation; their

masculinity is constructed through participation in other activities including
team sports and the academe. Therefore, this study provided a sociological
analysis of the affects of bodybuilding on some men's body-images and how

it shaped and was shaped by their sense of masculinity. It was argued that

bodybuilders pursued a hypermasculine self-identity, reflected in the fact

that they aspired to the body type known as "muscular mesomorphy", which

was characterized by
1/
a well-developed chest and arm muscles and wide

shoulders tapering down to a narrow waist" (Mishkind et al.,1987:39),
because it was tied to cultural views of masculinity which dictated that men

be powerful, strong, efficacious and in control of their environment. The

positive and negative consequences of men's preoccupation with their body
image and participation in bodybuilding was examined. Lastly, this study

highlighted an area of sociological research that has until recently been
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neglected: the body. The following review of the literature on bodybuilding
and the human body will help to provide a foundation for this study of

bodybuilding.

1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW

1.2.1 Bodybuilding
The subject of bodybuilding has enjoyed prominence in fitness

magazines such as Muscle & Fitness, Flex, Iron Man and Muslcemag (White
& Gillet,1994). Journal articles on anabolic steroids and athletes have also

discussed the bodybuilding sub-culture (Tricker et al.,1989). Bodybuilding
became a topic of investigation in the social sciences. For example, Duff and

Hong (1984) examined the self-images of competitive women bodybuilders.
According to the authors, female bodybuilders believed that fitness, strength,
and health increased their femininity by adding to their attractiveness as

women. Anthropologists such as Aycock (1992:338) analyzed how lithe

anatomical gaze and the discourses of powerIknowledge disciplined casual

fitness-oriented weight trainers".

Yet there have been only a few sociological analyses of bodybuilding,
and for the most part these concentrated on the sociology of the weight room.
Bednarek (1985) discussed how different forms of involvement in

bodybuilding--competitive bodybuilders, non-competitive bodybuilders, and
fitness-oriented weight trainers--were reflected in the sites chosen for the

workout. Conventional gyms, which featured mostly free weights, typically
attracted a clientele that was homogenous with respect to demographic
characteristics; luxury gyms, which contained aerobic equipment and

nautilus machines, attracted a more heterogeneous clientele

(Bednarek,1985:239) .

The work of psychoanalytic anthropologist Alan Klein (1993) deserved

particular attention since he was a major contributor to the academic
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literature available on competitive bodybuilding. Based on a five year

ethnographic study of elite bodybuilders at Olympic gym in California, he

explored numerous themes within bodybuilding. Klein examined the

hierarchical nature of bodybuilding's social organization, and he argued that

the sport exhibited certain feudal characteristics as evidenced by the position
of "Lord" occupied by the pioneer bodybuilding entrepreneur Joe Weider as

compared to that of his "serfs"--bodybuilders. In the 1940s, Weider

established the International Federation of Bodybuilding (IFBB), which

through its sanctioning of the prestigious Mr. /Ms. Olympia competitions,
functioned as the main path for upwardly mobile competitive bodybuilders.
By instituting the legitimization process in the form of the IFBB, Weider

"consolidated an inordinate degree of political and economic power over the

sport of bodybuilding and its participants" (Klein,1993:96).
Second, Klein (1993:141-156) identified certain crises and

contradictions within bodybuilding: specifically the issues of individualism

versus socially determined self, or the assumption that personal initiative and

effort would enhance bodybuilders' social status; health versus illness in

which the affiliation of the bodybuilding sub-culture with the health and

fitness industry was undermined by bodybuilder'S use of steroids, diuretics

and stringent dieting to win competitions; and heterosexuality versus

hustling, or the selling of sex by bodybuilders to gay men thereby
contradicting the image of heterosexual masculinity enshrined within

bodybuilding magazines.
Third, Klein (1993) argued that ego underdevelopment explained

men's participation in bodybuilding. The men were involved in a battle with

their own sense of vulnerability; the harder they worked out the more they
were trying to overcome feelings of inadequacy and powerlessness. Most of

the respondents in Klein's study were found to be stutterers, dyslexics, short,
fat, thin, nearsighted or otherwise unacceptable to their families when they
were children. Bodybuilding thus served as a kind of 'therapeutic
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narcissism' whereby those who felt insecure were offered a way to devote

their attention to making themselves big, strong and commanding of

attention.

Glassner (1992:293) gained an appreciation of the "sweat-for-salvation"

aspect of bodybuilding when he visited a maximum security prison in

California. One particular inmate named Nathan was famous in several

California prisons as an advocate for strengthening and perfecting the body
while in jail. His daily regimen of physical development and purification,
which he taught to other prisoners, included weight training, jogging and

exercises that combined calisthenics and yoga, and his dietary intake

included health foods not served in the prison mess hall (Glassner,1992:294).
Glassner (1992:295) also stated that many law abiding men exercised

obsessively and for the same reasons as Nathan; specifically they disciplined
themselves through weight training, racquetball and jogging in order to stave

off the impending chaos they confront in their daily lives. In a society where

they could not effect significant change over wider social, economic and

political processes, these men attempted to control what was within their

grasp, namely their bodies (Crawford,1984).
A clearer understanding of the meaning of bodybuilding to some men

was attainable through Foucault's (1988:18) notion of truth games, which

were "discourses such as psychiatry, penology, biology and economics that

human beings used to understand themselves". Frank (1991) argued that a

comparable truth game existed in the ideology of dieting. The self-perceived
overweight person used the diet to realize the 'truth' hidden inside his/her

large body. The ideal of thinness was the truth, the weight scale became the

daily truth game, and the diet was the disciplinary regime (Frank,1991:57).
Like dieting, bodybuilding was a truth game. The 1/

disciplinary regime was

the daily workout in the gym and the regimented lifestyle required to

maintain the sculpted body. The truth game was the weight scale and the

gaze of the bodybuilder at his own body in the mirror" (White &
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Gillet,1992:361). Gazing in the mirror allowed the bodybuilder to monitor

muscular growth and to recognize a hyper-real image after his body had

been 'pumped', which referred to a state whereby the muscles became

engorged with blood causing a temporary increase in body size. The truth

that bodybuilders pursued was that of the ideal hypermasculine body
disseminated withinWestern society (White & Gillet,1994).

Through bodybuilding, men could 'see' themselves as large and

powerful. The hypertrophied body allowed bodybuilders to recognize the

size and symbolism of their bodies. They saw in themselves "the ideal body
type they were pursuing and the attributes that were connected with the

ideal male body within society" (White & Gillet,1992:361). Men were able to

construct a sense of masculinity through the development and exhibition of

images which signified power, authority and other characteristics associated

with heterosexual masculinity.
The muscular body, a visual spectacle and gendered text which re

asserts dominance-based notions of masculinity, thus demanded to be read

as a cultural statement. Bodybuilding magazines such as Flex constituted an

arena through which the muscular male body worked as a symbol of
masculine hegemony. The "consumption of bodybuilding products and

involvement in physical and dietary technologies designed to shape and

discipline the body allowed men to recapture a sense of power and control

by approximating the visual ideal of masculinity represented in Western

society" (White & Gillet,1994:20).
The limitations of bodybuilding as a truth game were revealed by

comparing it to the eating disorder known as anorexia nervosa. Bordo (1993)

began her comparative analysis by discussing the parallels between the

anorectic's and the bodybuilder's quest for purity, perfection and total self

mastery. Bodybuilders strived for muscular perfection through enhanced

willpower and pure concentration. As a woman interviewed by Bordo

(1993:152) stated, "compulsive exercisers pursue self-denial as an end in
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itself, out of an almost mystical belief in the purity it confers". Like

anorectics, bodybuilders felt a sense of accomplishment due to the self

mastery of their bodies. This sense of mastery appeared to derive from two

sources: first there was the assurance that bodybuilders could overcome any

physical obstacle in attempts to obtain a hypermasculine body; and second

there was the thrill of being in total control of the shape and size of one's

body. Similar to the anorectic, who could only see her body as her inner

reality dictated, and who was simultaneously driven by a societal ideal of

hyperslenderness, the bodybuilders' self-conceptions, which were based on

an ideal of heterosexual masculinity, dominated their lives (Bordo,1993:152).

Although bodybuilding appeared to be empowering for men, Bordo (1993)

argued that bodybuilders did not experience a joy in their own bodies as

active and alive. Anorectics starved themselves to achieve the ideal thin

body while the bodybuilder built up his/her body. Both the anorectic and

the bodybuilder believed that the regimes that they underwent were forces of

liberation.

Many bodybuilders, like anorectics, however were alienated from

their bodies (Bordo,1993). Klein (1992:331» argued that bodybuilder's
alienation resulted from two sources of objectification: the bodybuilder's
constant and vigilant gazing into mirrors; and the linguistic structure of the

bodybuilding culture. Anorectics routinely and desperately gazed into a

mirror to scrutinize their bodily size and shape in order to determine if there

was a sufficient absence of body fat. Similarly, "the mirror is quite literally at

the center of the bodybuilding sub-culture" (Klein,1992:331). Mirrors

encouraged self-objectification. They were greatly relied upon during work
outs so that bodybuilders could evaluate their physical condition. They
could determine which muscles need greater exercising and which weight
training routines were best for the task. Mirrors were used to assist the

bodybuilder in completing a difficult exercise set. Bodybuilders transferred

their labor and pain to the image in the mirror. In addition, mirrors were a
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primary source for interpersonal communication. Many bodybuilders
preferred to communicate with another person's reflection in the mirror. A

psychological distance was thus provided from one's competitors within a

confined social space.

Mirrors promoted an interpersonal as well as a subjective split
between the bodybuilder's mind and body. The "self-objectification
functioned positively to create distance between other people, and between

oneself and one's body for purposes of self-evaluation" (Klein,1992:332).

However, despite these qualities the mirror could inspire much self-doubt

and self-deprecation in bodybuilders. Through its encouragement of

intrapsychic alienation between self and image of self, the mirror fostered

inner conflict.

The bodybuilder and the anorectic became obsessed with and

dependent upon the continual disciplining of their bodies through the

physical practices of weight training and starvation, respectively. For the

bodybuilder the daily work-out took precedence over everything else;

bodybuilding was needed in order to proceed confidently throughout the
remainder of the day. Among bodybuilders," ...all that matters is the next fix"

(Fussell,1991:247). For the anorectic, all that mattered was the sublimation,

through starvation and often compulsive exercising, of their bodily hunger
and desire in the interests of control and independence (Bordo,1993).

For both the anorectic and the bodybuilder, the ideal body type
remained elusive. Like a work of great substance which was never fully
formed (White & Gillet,1992--drawing on Pater,1915), both the anorectic and

the bodybuilder only briefly glimpsed the complete ideal body image. It was

during this moment that they observed the object which kept them obsessed

with mercilessly disciplining their bodies. The "power and appeal of

bodybuilding stemmed from the ability of the bodybuilder to hold onto and

transpose this glimpse of the ideal in his own body to other activities in his

life" (White & Gillet,1992:365). This was largely why bodybuilders needed
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their daily workouts to experience feelings of confidence, control and

positive self-esteem (FusseU,1991).
Both the relentless pursuit of a petite, hyperslender body by the

anorectic woman, and the struggle for an increasingly large and muscular

physique by the bodybuilding man, could have serious health complications
(White & Gillet,1994:35). The anorectic's abuse of laxatives, diuretics and

other purgatives, along with the practice of starvation, could result in

complete moral and physical debilitation or death (Bordo,1993). Similarly,
the cultural emphasis on the male mesomorphic body type had a definite

negative dimension; specifically a growing number of men, who

compulsively exercised and abused steroids in order to enhance their

physical appearance, suffered from body image disorders (Neimark,1994). In

a study of the use of steroids among bodybuilders, Tricker et al. (1989:318)

reported that in almost every instance men used steroids to build muscle

mass, muscular definition and muscular symmetry. 'Megarexia', "a

condition wherein bodybuilders obsessively perceived themselves to be

either too fat or too thin", regardless of how muscular they were, was

symptomatic of steroid abuse" (White & Gillet,1994:35). Many competitive
bodybuilders also ingested diuretics, which may have caused severe

dehydration and electrolyte imbalances, in order to achieve maximum

muscular striation, and to cloak the bloatedness that often accompanied
steroid use (Klein,1993).

Despite the connection of the bodybuilding sub-culture with the health

and fitness industry, bodybuilder's pre-and-post competition diets often

fluctuated between anorexic and bulimic behaviors, resulting in cardiac

irregularities commonly associated with rapid body weight shifts

(Klein,1993). For example, prior to a competition bodybuilders underwent a

process of 'depletion', in which they 'carbed down' by starving themselves of

carbohydrates for approximately five days, followed by three days of slowly
'carbing up', or resuming the consumption of carbohydrates. 'Carbing down'
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caused the bodybuilders' muscles to flatten due to the loss of body fat and

fluid, whereas 'carbing up' caused their muscles to bloat, protrude and

become shapely, thereby increasing their chances of winning competitions.
After a competition successful bodybuilders may have celebrated their

victory by consuming huge amounts of high fat/high calorie foods such as

pizza (Fussell,1991).
The public understood bodybuilding and anorexia nervosa to be

deviant and freakish thereby failing to appreciate how both practices
reflected and reproduced the dominant gender order. The preoccupation
with fat, diet and slenderness �as not abnormal; rather it represented the

pursuit of a cultural ideal of femininity, and therefore functioned as "a

powerful normalizing mechanism, ensuring the production of self

monitoring and self-disciplining 'docile bodies' sensitive to any departure
from social norms and habituated to self-improvement and self

transformation" (Bordo,1993:186). Similarly, bodybuilding normalized

heterosexual masculinity by fetishizing its most overt ideal attribute,

muscularity. Glassner (1992:288) argued that "muscles are a sign of

masculinity", and were therefore the primary way to prove decisively one's

commitment to the ideology of manhood.

Bodybuilding and anorexia nervosa were ultimately 'fatal strategies'
(Bordo,1993;White & Gillet,1992;1994). Similar to the anorectic who starved

unsuccessfully in an attempt to attain the ideal of feminine hyperslendemess,
the bodybuilder never fully realized the goal of hypermasculine muscularity.
The muscular shape that the bodybuilder pursued was ephemeral: "the

idealized form was never realized and the process of building the body

larger and larger was continually unsatisfactory" (White & Gillet,1992:364).

Muscularity as symbolic of normative masculinity ironically confirmed the

insecurities that initially drew men into bodywork. The muscular body was

only a sign whereas feelings of insecurity could remain deeply entrenched

regardless of bodily aesthetics. Like anorexia nervosa, "pursuing an ever-
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changing, homogenizing, elusive ideal of hypermasculinity through
bodybuilding is a pursuit without a terminus" (Bordo,1993:166).

In summary, the literature review dealt with the meaning of

bodybuilding to its male practitioners, institutional organizations that existed

for bodybuilders and contradictions within the bodybuilding sub-culture.

Missing from the accounts has been an examination of the ways in which the

larger culture shaped bodybuilding practices, specifically there was little

discussion of how the body and body altering activities such as weight
training became central to Western culture (Foucault,1979;1990a; Frank,1991;

Shilling,1993; Tumer,1984;1992). To appreciate the emergence of a cultural

'body boom', it was therefore necessary to review the literature written on

the body.

1.2.2 The Body
There was a growing academic interest in the body and its status

within the discipline of sociology. The "sociology of the body emerged as a

distinct area of study, and it has been suggested that the body should serve

as an organizing principle for sociology" (Shilling,1993:1). To this end,

Turner (1992:12) coined the term "somatic society" to refer to a "social system
in which the body, as simultaneously constraint and resistance, is the

principle field of political and cultural activity". Although Turner recognized
the potential for resistance, he nonetheless presented a functionalist

argument which focused entirely on the body as a hindrance to advanced

capitalism. For example, aging populations and the corresponding
retirement policies meant that large amounts of the national income was

absorbed by pensions. Likewise, the growth of HIV and AIDS in the

heterosexual population, particularly in the ethnically diverse,

underprivileged inner city areas of North America could limit economic
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growth and/or be the basis for the extension of the medical surveillance of

human populations.
However, the body was also a site for resistance to modern

institutional processes of rationalization and regulation (Foucault,1990a).
Frank (1991) argued that practices such as care-giving enabled the body's
resistance to external controls. The desire created in the process of

constructive human interaction enabled the dyadic expression of emotions

such as joy, anger, sorrow, etc. The communicative body was "self

actualized through a life that was no longer appropriated by discourse and

institutions, but formed through fully embodied shared narratives"

(Frank,1991:89).
Turner's (1992) understanding of a somatic society was reminiscent of

Douglas' (1966;1982) theory of the body as a narrative of social processes and

social structures. Douglas, too, was concerned with how the body "provides
the stuff of our ideological reflections on the nature of our unpredictable
times" (Turner,1992:12). For Douglas, the body was a metaphor for cultural
mores. She argued that the human body was a readily available image of the

social system. Ideas about the human body corresponded closely to ideas

about society. The body was a complex structure whose "different parts and

their relation afford a source of symbols for other complex structures"

(Douglas,1966:115). The interpretation of rituals involving excreta, saliva,

milk, etc., required that we see the body as a social symbol and furthermore,

that we see the power and danger of social structures reproduced on the

human body.

Douglas (1966) argued that the body provided a metaphor for order
and disorder. A diseased body was a symbolic reflection of disorders in

society. Conversely, a healthy body was a metaphor for social organization
and social relationships. Hence, the body was a system of 'natural symbols'
which reproduced social categories and moral values. For example, beliefs
about sexual danger related to social mores: in certain cultures, women's
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menstrual fluid was considered to be a danger to men. Such patterns of

sexual hierarchy could be seen to express gender relationships. Thus, ideas

about sexual danger could be interpreted as symbols of the relation between

parts of society, as "mirroring designs of hierarchy or symmetry which

applies in the larger social system" (Douglas,1966:4).
In summary, Douglas (1966;1982) offered a pathbreaking analysis of

how the perceptions and experiences of the physical body were constrained

by the social body. Moreover, these perceptions and experiences themselves

sustained a particular view of society. The body itself was a highly
structured medium of expression. Its forms and movements expressed social

pressures in various ways. "The care of the body--its grooming, feeding, and

physiological processes--correlated closely with the categories in which

society was understood insofar as these also drew upon the same culturally

processed idea of the body" (Douglas,1982:65).
While Douglas (1966;1982) provided an insightful analysis of the

relationship between the physical body and the social body, she collapsed the

'lived body' into the positions made available by the social structure. She did

not acknowledge that the body could resist social structural imperatives

thereby existing relatively independent of, and shaping social processes.

Moreover, she never explained the processes by which the physical body
became a metaphor for social relationships. There was no discussion of how

a particular body was produced by, and was the effect of societal ideologies,
values and beliefs. This constructive process was central to Foucault's

(1979;1990a) analysis of how the body was subjected to, and made docile by

disciplinary powers.
Foucault (1979;1990a) argued that the body was produced by, and

existed in discourse. Discourse was defined as "deep principles involving

specific 'grids of meaning' which underpinned, generated and established

relations between all that can be seen, thought and said" (Shilling,1993:75).
The body was a socially constructed entity which was very malleable and
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unstable. Through discourses, bodies were increasingly subject to social

controls and interventions aimed at channeling and managing their energies.
Foucault's (1979;1990a) texts constituted a "history of bodies" and the

manner in which "what is most material and most vital in them is invested"

(Foucault,1990a:152). Central to this history was a concern with "mapping
the relations which existed between the body and the effects of power on it"

(Foucault,1980:58). This included an examination of how modern

institutional formations gained access to individuals themselves, their bodies,

their gestures and all their daily activities (Foucault,1980:151-152). Thus, the

body to Foucault (1979;1990a) was not merely the effect of discourse; rather it

constituted the link between daily practices and the large-scale organizations
of power. The forms that some of. these linkages take was illustrated in

examples derived from Foucault's work on disciplinary regimens, and the

history of sexuality. These studies were concerned with the ways in which

the transition from traditional to modem societies changed how individuals

were constructed as embodied subjects. The development of modernity
created social change involving a transformation in "the target of discourse,

the object of discourse and the scope of discourse" (Shilling,1993:75). A shift

in the target of discourse meant the fleshy body gave way to the mind as a

focus of surveillance; a shift in the object of discourse meant a preoccupation
with death gave way to a preoccupation with preserving life; and a shift in

the scope of discourse meant that control over anonymous individuals gave

way to control over differentiated populations.
Regarding the target of discourse, individuals were now formed

through discourses which construct the body as a 'mindful subject'. The

mindful body was defined through its possession of intentions, consciousness

and language. The mindful body was controlled through surveillance and

stimulation. Foucault (1979) discussed how the mindful body was the result

of a shift in systems of punishment. Under traditional monarchical law,

punishment was meted out in public where the criminal was physically
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assaulted, flogged or dismembered. This punishment constituted a symbolic
display of the sovereign's authority. The "body was a highly visible target of

penal repression, and the criminal had their penalties inscribed on their

bodies in detail" (Foucault,1979:8). In contrast, the nineteenth century placed
the bodies of criminals in a scientifically managed system of discipline in

order to gain access to their minds. This strategy was epitomized by the

Panopticon designed by Jeremy Bentham (Foucault,1979:200). The major
effect of the Panopticon was to "induce in the inmate a state of consciousness

and permanent visibility that assured the automatic functioning of power"
(Foucault,1979:201). Ultimately, being under the constant gaze of their jailer
was supposed to encourage prisoners to monitor their own thoughts and

actions.

A policy of coercions was being formed that acted upon the body, a

calculated manipulation of its elements, its gestures, its behaviors. The

human body was entering a machinery of power that explored it, broke it

down and rearranged it. A "political anatomy", which was also a "mechanics

of power" was being born; "it defined how one may have a hold over other

bodies, not only so that they may do what one wishes, but so that they may

operate as one wishes, with the techniques, the speed and the efficiency that
one determines". (Foucault,1979:138). The disciplines produced subjected
and practiced bodies--"docile" bodies (Foucault,1979:138) which required the

management of the process of bodily actions and their effects. Disciplines
enabled a detailed political investment of the body referred to by Foucault

(1979) as a "microphysics of power", which served to fragment and partition
the body's movements both spatially and temporally. Thus, the historical

emergence of the disciplines signified the emergence of an art of the human

body (Foucault,1979).

Regarding the object of discourse, governments were intensely
concetned with achieving power over the social well-being of the population.
Foucault (1990a) coined the term "bio-power" to refer to this process of
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transcending the threat of death, and controlling the life of people. Bio

power revolved around two interrelated poles of development. The first pole
centered on the body as a machine which was subject to the disciplining and

extortion of its capabilities. The second pole centered on the "species body"
which served as the basis for the biological processes of birth, health,

procreation and death (Foucault,1990a:139). The disciplines of the body and

the regulation of populations constituted the poles around which the power

over life was deployed. The function of power was no longer to annihilate,

but to "invest life through and through" (Foucault,1990a:139).

Regarding the scope of discourse, governments became less concerned

with controlling anonymous bodies, and more determined to regulate the

population as a whole. Modem penal systems were concerned with the

behaviors of the social body. The model of control provided by the

Benthemian Panopticon was extended into schools, hospitals, factories,

armies and reformatories (Foucault,1979). Hence, a detailed control over an

entire society and knowledge gained about the population was used in policy
and planning by medicine and education. Educators monitored the health of

children, and doctors monitored the health of adults, especially women.

Changes in the scope of discourse were evident in the domain of

sexuality as well. Discourses on sex moved away from the individual body
to the reproductive fitness of the social body. Foucault (1990a) argued that

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there was an increase in

discourses on sexuality, which linked sex to the management of national

populations. This occurred through the construction of four discursive

categories (Foucault,1990a:l04-105). First, the "hysterization" of women's

bodies, which defined their bodies as pathological. Sex was considered to be

part of women's responsibility for the reproduction of children, families and

society. Second, the "pedagogization" of children's sex whereby child

masturbation was seen as a risk, compromising the physical and moral well

being of the individual and society, generally. Third, the socialization of
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procreative behavior whereby political and economic incentives were

brought to bear on the fertility of heterosexual couples. Fourth, the

"psychiatrization" of perversions whereby all sexual acts were subject to

normalization and "pathologization".
Foucault (1990a) argued that what was at issue with these four

discursive strategies was the production of sexuality. Sexuality was

historically constructed as a site where bodily pleasures, stimulations, the

development of specialized knowledge and strategies of control and

resistance were all interlinked with systems of power and knowledge.
Sexuality allowed for the proliferation of bodies and the control of

populations in an increasingly detailed and comprehensive way.
Foucault (1990a) argued that the scientific and social scientific

disciplines, as facets of bio-power, emerged out of a specific set of historical

conditions, which included the need to control a growing and unsettled

population and the emergent needs of an expanding capitalist mode of

production. The disciplines were a new form of power since they used

techniques of normalization, not repression, to regulate bodies. These

techniques of normalization were secular versions of ecclesiastical social

control. Foucault (1979) linked the normalization of disciplinary power and

knowledge about individuals and populations to the development of

disciplines such as education, psychiatry, criminology and medicine.
In summary, Foucault (1979;1990a) produced an insightful analysis

which destabilized notions of the body as an essential, pre-discursive entity.
Foucault described the body as being socially constructed through relations

of powerIknowledge. Moreover, because he analyzed in critical detail how

disciplinary powers manipulated the body into a docile object, Foucault's

theory had the advantage of showing how the material body became the

target of social control.

Foucault's (1979;1990a) analysis was critiqued, however, to the extent

that he presented bodies as merely passive recipients of institutional
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discourses, thereby ignoring how individuals participated in the construction

of discursive relations, and the discipline of their bodies. Foucault

acknowledged the potential for resistance to modern discourses--yet never

produced a theory of resistance, or an emancipatory agenda.
Turner (1984) and Frank (1991) argued that Foucault (1979;1990a)

developed an overarching and homogenous concept of discipline which

overlooked the complexities of twentieth century disciplinary processes.

Therefore, while drawing on Foucault, Turner and Frank expanded on his

concept of discipline by constructing different historically specific body

typologies which were more sophisticated and attuned to the multifaceted

nature ofmodem discipline.

Drawing on Weber (1958), Turner (1984) argued that the restraint of

desire traditionally involved an ideology of asceticism as a way of controlling
women's bodies. Max Weber was the major theorist of asceticism and its

bearing on the moral regulation of the internal body (Turner,1984:92). Weber

produced a theory of the relationship between the Protestant ethic and the

development of capitalism. The Protestant ethic involved self-discipline and

subjective coercion, rather than being an ideology forced upon workers.

Protestantism brought about "a rational ordering of the body which was thus

protected from the disruptions of desire in the interests of continuous factory
production" (Turner,1984:100).

Turner (1984:100) argued that nineteenth century ascetic practices
varied by class and gender. Consumption was confined to a leisure class

marked by extravagant diets, the absence of labor and idleness. According to

George Cheyenne, "the expansion of wealth and the subsequent increase of

exotic and rich foods in the market place over-stimulated the sedentary urban

class's senses, appetites and passions" (Turner,1984:169). To subordinate

such passions Cheyenne recommended strict diet, regular exercise and the

use of purgatives. The combination of leisure and luxury had especially
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damaging effects for unmarried, career-oriented women in the gentry class

who possessed excess sexual energies therefore engaging in masturbation,

resulting in hysteria, a condition marked by mental instability, unhappiness
and isolation, curable only through diet, exercise and good works under the

close supervision of a patriarchal household.
Turner (1984) argued however that in the late twentieth century, as

middle-class women entered the market place due to the growing demand

for wartime labor, and later, due to the expansion of the service economy,
concerns about the restraint of the body shifted to concerns about the

representation of the surface of the body. Commodification was the

institutional sub-system through whichWestern societies tried to control how

people presented themselves. Social success depended on the adoption of

appropriate interpersonal skills, and success was crucially linked to the

presentation of an acceptable image in daily life. Erving Goffman, the major
theorist concerned with the presentation of the self, argued that "social

relations were a stage upon which the actor performs either individually or

as a member of a team" (Turner,1984:111). Social performances were always
threatened by potential failure such as forgotten lines, misinformation and

discrepancies. Therefore, everyday encounters were in need of constant

repair. Bodywork professions such as cosmetology, dietetics and plastic

surgery arose to enable the presentation of self. Anorexia nervosa expressed
the breakdown of the body under the pressures of self-presentation
(Turner,1984). Anorexia predominantly affected women, who were

bombarded with media attention on beauty and thinness.

Turner's (1984) discussion of the restraint of bodies was relevant to

bodybuilding insofar as the latter required for its actualization, individuals'

adherence to strict exercise and nutritional regimens, and the corresponding
repression of uncontrolled corporeal and emotional desires. A discussion of

the representation of bodies was necessary since bodybuilding was a visual
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medium through which gender was intexuated. In his ethnographic study of

non-competitive bodybuilders, Aycock (1992) argued that the male subject's
presentation of self, articulated through clothing, hair and the wearing of

weight training equipment such as exercise gloves and belts, recapitulated
themes of masculine dominance and discipline. For instance, men's clothing
styles, which were relatively unfashionable and uncolorful, conveyed the

message that weight training was serious work, and consequently male

bodybuilders were not to be "trifled with or disturbed by mere

appurtenance" (Aycock,1992:345). For example, their hairstyles were very

casual indicating they did not care about other people's (dis)approval.
Wearing exercise equipment such as gloves and a weight belt created the

appearance of a serious and accomplished bodybuilder, "who needs

protection because of the massive amounts of weight being handled, and the

bodybuilder's ability to bring superior knowledge to bear to exhaust their

muscles" (Aycock,1992:346). Thus, "male bodybuilding did not depart very
far from the realm of the cosmetic; it involved a shift from the need to be

thought attractive, to the need to be thought effective" (Aycock,1992:346).
Rather than be preoccupied with bodily aesthetics, bodybuilders supposedly
were more concerned with appearing competent and in control of the weight
training environment (Aycock,1992).

In summary, Turner (1984;1992) failed to provide a phenomenological
account of the thoughts and experiences of the 'lived body'. Women's bodies

were important only insofar as they posed problems for the maintenance of

social order. While the reader was informed of the pressures society

imposed on women, there was little or no discussion of the ways in which

their bodies were capable of human action. Hence, T. Turner (1986) accused

B. Turner of providing a relatively disembodied theory of the body in

society. The former argued that B. Turner failed to account for the social

mediation of bodily experience and individual social identity.
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Frank (1991) also criticized Turner's (1984) analysis of the body in

society for its functionalist bias. He argued that Turner analyzed the body
from the standpoint of the structural problems it poses for the social system.
The functionalist viewpoint was evident in Turner's (1984:2) assertion that

"Every society is confronted by four tasks ... ". Hence, Frank tried to improve

upon Turner's theory by focusing on the body's capacity for human action

within social systems. He analyzed how "the body was a problem for itself,

which is an action problem rather than a system problem, proceeding from a

phenomenological orientation rather than a functional one" (Frank,1991:47).
Frank's (1991) work also overcame the determinative features of

Foucault's (1979;1990a) work since the former regarded discourses "as

cognitive mappings of bodily possibilities and limitations, which bodies

experienced as already present for their self-understanding" (Frank,1991:48).
Frank argued that these mappings were fluid resources which provided for

variation and improvisation of specific bodily techniques. Discourses existed

insofar as they were instantiated in ongoing social practices (Frank,1991:49).

They could only be spoken or enacted; they only existed within an act or

speech. On the other hand, institutions were physical places located within

specific time and spaces. Yet an interrelation existed whereby institutions

were constituted through discourses, and discourses originated and were

modified through institutions. Therefore, in order to understand the body in

society, institutions should not be theorized as prior to bodies, but rather

institutions should be theorized from the body up.
Drawing on Turner (1984), Frank (1991:51-53) constructed the

disciplined, mirroring, dominating and communicative ideal body types

found in contemporary consumer culture'. There were four questions which

the body had to ask itself when undertaking action in relation to some object.
First, there was a dimension of control in which the body determined how

predictable its performance would be. Second, the body constituted itself
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along a dimension of desire, which was either lacking or producing. Third,

the body had some sense of its relation to others. Did the body relate to itself

as monadic and closed in upon itself, or as dyadic and existing in mutual

relations with others? Fourth was the self-relatedness of the body. Did the

body consciousness associate with itself, or dissociate with that corporeality?
Each body type resolved these problems in its respective medium of

activity, which was its mode of action (Frank,1991:54). For the disciplined
body, this medium was the regimentation, the model of which was the

monastic order; and for the mirroring body the medium was consumption,
the model of which was thedepartment store. The disciplined body made

itself predictable through regimentation in an attempt to hide its

vulnerabilities; and the disciplining body experienced itself as lacking desire,

therefore regimentation was used in order to recognize its own existence. For

discipline to be sustained, the sense of lack needed to remain conscious and

one way to achieve this goal was for the disciplined body to place itself in a

hierarchy, where it was always subordinated. Hence, subordination was the

medium and the outcome of lack. The disciplined body was monadic as "the

body became isolated in its own performance, even if performing among

others" (Frank,1991:55). Because the disciplined body could be among others

but not with them, it was the virtuosi in the practice of the regimen. The

military, prisons, reformatories, schools and hospitals produced docile,

disciplined bodies (Foucault,1979). Finally, the disciplined body was

dissociated from itself: "the ascetic could endure bodily degradation since

he/she only observed that body; they were in, but not of the body"

(Frank,1991:56). The disciplined body did not feel pain or hunger as its own,

thereby creating an instrumental body-self relation.
The mirroring body was predictable insofar as it reflected that which

existed in consumer culture. The medium of the mirroring body was

consumption, whereby lithe body became as predictable as some objects in its
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surroundings" (Frank,1991:61). For example, Frank argued the mirroring
body was comparable to fast food outlets, specifically the menus lacked

variety and excitement. Because the consciousness of the mirroring body was
not changed by a reality outside of itself, it was monadic in its appropriation
of the external world. The institutional structures of consumer society
facilitated the assimilation of cultural objects into the body, and the body into
cultural objects. Through consumption, the mirroring body was

continuously producing desire in order to keep its lack unconscious. The

paradox of the mirroring body was that "it need not be consummated since

its desire was to align itself with cultural objects and make those objects part
of its self-image" (Frank,1991:62). Lastly, the mirroring body was associated

with its surface through narcissism and bodily decorations such as armor,

ornaments and materials. In addition, the mirroring body felt no pain; rather

pain was reduced to a grimace which was alleviated through consumption.
Pain was an image which had no feeling or referent.

Frank's (1991) analysis of the disciplined and mirroring bodies was

relevant to bodybuilding insofar as they represented an ethic and practice of

self-discipline. Like bodybuilding, the disciplined body practiced
regimentation to develop superior moral and physical strength thereby
subduing its vulnerabilities; and the mirroring body was concerned with the

presentation of the surface of bodies. Both body typologies revealed how

bodily action mediated and shaped the disciplinary practices characteristic of

bodybuilding. Moreover, disciplinary discourses and practices enabled self

transformation through devotion to an ideology of masculinity within

Western society. For example, the transformative potential of bodybuilding
"enabled men to construct what they perceived to be their true selves" (White
& Gillet,1994:28). The development of muscles and a muscular physique

through disciplinary regimens such as bodywork held the promise that lithe

individual man would be freed from his former less powerful self, thereby

becoming a different and better person, whose superior body begets a
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superior self-identity" (White & Gillet,1994:30). Therefore, the muscular

male body as a spectacle was an important way in which masculine

dominance was symbolically re-gained through bodywork.
In summary, Frank's (1991) eloquent account of the lived experiences

of the body potentially allowed for a reconceptualization of sociological
theory. The grounding of theory would be the body's consciousness of itself,

whereby "selves are put into bodies and bodies into society" (Frank,1991:91).
Frank argued that a re-orientation of perspective for a sociology of the body
would entail the recognition that bodies did not pose a problem for social

order. Although there was conflict between bodies, "it is important to

recognize such conflict, rather than abstract them from the needs, pains and

desires of bodies" (Frank,1991:91). Bodies had their own internal

contingencies and lived in an environment which affected its needs

(Frank,1991). When bodies encountered each other, they had to re-align
themselves in order to cope with the mutual contingencies which arose

during the interaction. Frank (1991:91) claimed that "the bodily requirements
of contingency and alignment involved problems of communication",

specifically bodies had to come to terms with each other.

However, while avoiding some of the pitfalls of the functionalist

analysis proffered by Turner (1984), Frank's (1991) work created a new set of

problems. Frank's analysis was functionalist insofar as his argument focused

upon the action problems bodies had to resolve. The difference was that

Frank gave primacy to bodily action, not social structure; however there was

little discussion of how the body was central to, and facilitative of social

change. In addition, Frank did not adequately explain how bodies,

discourses and institutions reinforced one another. This interactive process

was more complex than Frank acknowledged since discourses and

institutions are not always constraining, but sometimes facilitative of bodily
action.
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Frank (1991) did not provide a clear account of the social relationships
in which the different bodily types participated. For example, he described

the existence of an ultimately unfulfilling relationship between the mirroring

body and consumer culture, yet he did not sufficiently highlight the

complexities of this relationship. Lastly, Frank's typology was inadequate
insofar as he did not explain why people chose certain body-self relations,
how individuals changed styles of body usage, and what historical conditions

enabled the adoption of one style of body usage over another.
In summary, the literature review indicated that any discussion of the

body had to include an analysis of the gendered body since notions of

masculinity and femininity were inscribed on male and female bodies.

Moreover, the lived experience of being in a male or female body shaped and

was shaped by cultural constructions of masculinity and femininity. In the

following section, I reviewed the social processes through which young men

learned to embody normative masculinity. An important institutional site for

the production of hegemonic masculinity was contemporary sports.

1.2.3 Men and Masculinities

Although Foucault's (1979;1990a) treatise on modem discipline was a

creative re-conceptualization of the relationship between bodies and social

structural imperatives, his analysis was seemingly oblivious to the gendered
nature of bodies. Foucault's body represented that of white, middle-to-upper
class men. Diamond and Quinby (1988:xiv) argued that Foucault's analyses
glossed over the gender configurations of power, and that power was

masculinist; the primary target of masculinist power was the subjugation of

women, particularly through their bodies. In the History of Sexuality
(1990a), Foucault stated that in modem societies power was not

monolithically held by one specific group. Yet, feminists argued that the
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kind of power Foucault associated with the sovereign's right of death, for

example, remained invested in individual men and men as a group.

Feminists have documented the far ranging and deeply structured

forms of masculinist domination (Diamond & Quinby,1988:xvi). For

example, the medicalization of women's bodies whereby pregnancy was

constructed as a disease necessitating the surveillance of medical

professionals and consequently, undermining women-centered healing
institutions; the pervasiveness of violence against women; and the mutilation

of women's bodies for the sake of 'beauty'. By highlighting the gendering of

bodies, these analyses exposed the inadequacies of Foucault's (1979;1990a)
work which purported to document how disciplinary powers operated in the

deployment of sexuality, while ignoring women's writing on issues such as

abortion, eating disorders and cancer of the breast and uterus. Thus,

Foucauldian analyses could be seen to reinforce binary oppositions which

granted privilege to the first term over the second--male I female,

rational/irrational and culture/nature--thereby concealing cultural

constructions of power and bodies by couching them in the name of "natural"

(Diamond & Quinby,1988:xv).
One stream of feminist critique of Foucault's (1979;1990a) writing

extended to the philosophy ofWestern humanism, which took mankind as its

central focus of inquiry. These feminists argued that the humanist

conception of 'self' was derived from white middle-class men. The

privileging of narrow masculinist experiences resulted in the devaluation

and subordination of women's and other subjugated groups' experiences. A

major feminist critique of Western humanism for example, involved "the

issue of authority and processes of authorization" (Diamond &

Quinby,1988:xv). Foucault may have given discourse a new status, yet he

failed to account for the relations among masculinist authority, language,
discourse and reason. He overlooked the processes whereby women were

subsumed under the generic masculine thereby silencing their voices. While
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Foucault critiqued the rationalizing discourses of power/knowledge, "he
failed to recognize reason as a masculine domain divorced from the senses,

emotions and imagination" (Diamond & Quinby,1988:xvi). Lastly, although
Foucault indicated how rationalizing discourses suppressed discourses of

marginalized groups, and claimed that the latter were potential sites of

resistance, he gave scant attention to such discourses and largely ignored
those by women. By focusing primarily on texts written by men, Foucault

marginalized women's discourses of resistance.

Bartky (1990) also criticized Foucault (1979) for failing to recognize the

gendered nature of the body. Although Foucault provided a rich theoretical

account of how disciplinary practices take hold of the body, he "treats the

body throughout as if it were one, as if the bodily experiences of men and

women did not differ, as ifmen and women bore the same relationship to the

characteristic institutions of modern life" (Bartky,1990:65). Foucault did not

account for how disciplinary practices engendered 'docile female bodies'.

While men and women were subject to many of the same disciplinary

practices identified by Foucault, he overlooked those disciplines which

created a peculiarly feminine embodiment. "To ignore the forms of

subjection that engendered the feminine body is to perpetuate the silence of

those upon whom it is imposed" (Bartky,1990:65).
If Foucault (1979;1990a) was guilty of ignoring the gendered nature of

bodies, mainstream feminists and sociologists of the body failed to consider

the male body as a site of investigation. Feminist investigators of the female

body focused almost exclusively on issues including eating disorders,

reproductive issues and breast cancer. Similarly, Turner's (1984;1992) work

"focused on women, their bodies, complaints and conditions, and studies of

the representation of the female body still clearly outnumbered those dealing
with the male body" (Morgan,1993:69). Although Frank (1991) recognized a

relationship between masculinity and 'dominating bodies', such a linkage
was more common sensical than theoretical in nature.
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Morgan (1993) provided two reasons for this blindness to masculine

embodiment. First, women's lives were problematized more often than were

men's. For example, the Boston's Women's Health Collective published a

text, Our Bodies, Our Selves (1983. Cited in Morgan,1993), whose aim was to

facilitate women's growing independence from a patriarchal medical system.
Equivalent health care manuals for men were hardly as well-known or as

widely distributed. Certainly, an analysis of women's bodies was an

important aspect of the feminist critique of the ways in which patriarchy
controlled women's bodies. However, feminists generally

"underemphasized masculine embodiment, thereby leaving some aspects of

men's power unexamined" (Morgan,1993:70). Those sociological
examinations of men and male bodies which did exist were often limited and

disappointing (Morgan,1993:70). For example, a characteristic feature of

many feminist and men's studies articles was the presentation of masculinity
and issues such as violence in a relatively unproblematic, one-dimensional
and depoliticized fashion. Similarly, men's bodies were typically associated

with hardness, aggression and heterosexual performance. Such views of

masculinity and male bodies were based on a totalizing view of masculinity
which failed to analyze the complexities and contradictions of men's

experiences.

Morgan's (1993) second explanation for scholarly neglect of masculine
embodiment was that the gendered nature of men's lives was historically
denied; generally, gender was synonymous with 'woman'. However, as a

result of critical feminist inquiries into gender inequality, researchers such as

Connell (1987), Kaufman (1987;1992) and Kimmel and Messner (1992), who

studied men and masculinities, "began to examine the issues of men's

domination and oppression of women, children and other men"

(Haddad,1993:xii). Men were
"

...being interrogated as a sex, in a way until

recently reserved for women+as a problem" (Segal,1990. Cited in

Haddad,1993:xii). The increasingly critical nature of men's studies was
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creating a wider premise upon which questions concerning the complexities
ofmasculinities, power and authority could be addressed.

For instance, Kimmel et al. (1992) argued for the critique and

consequently, the rejection of the processes by which white, middle-class,

heterosexual masculinity was normalized. Rather than be treated as the

norm, heterosexual masculinity needed to be recognized as the outcome of

social power struggles between men and women of different classes, races

and sexual orientations. Men's experiences differed from one another

according to the structural mechanisms through which power and resources

were distributed. Hence, it was a mistake to speak of masculinity as though
it was a monolithic, homogenous identity. Such an approach reinforced the

view that one form of masculinity was normative and all other masculine

identities were deviant.

Connell's (1987) concept of "hegemonic masculinity" highlighted the

heterogeneous nature ofmasculinity". Hegemonic masculinity referred to the

cultural dominance of white, middle-class, Anglo-Saxon, heterosexual

masculinity, and the subordination of alternative masculinities. For example,
because gay men existed outside of heterosexual masculinity, they
continually dealt with dominant social discourses and practices which

declared them not to be "real men" (Kinsman,1993:4). Gay men confronted

discourses which defined them as abnormal, perverted and deviant, thereby
creating a hierarchy between gay men's experiences as 'queer' men and that

of 'normal' heterosexual men. Consequently, gay men were trying to expose

heterosexual masculinity for what it was--"a subjectivity that is organized
within structures of control and authority" (Chapman & Rutherford,1988:11).
Its normative status was being challenged in order to reveal it as one among

numerous masculine subjectivities.
An important site for the social construction and reproduction of

heterosexual masculinity was sports (Kidd,1987). Through the values and

behavioral norms it promoted and ultimately naturalized, both on the field
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and in organizational hierarchies, competitive sport was a masculinizing
practice. The display of masculinity was especially vivid within sport

(Thorton,1993:122). Sport could not be underestimated in terms of what it

provided men both personally and socially. Connell (1987) argued that

men's sense of who they were and how they related to the world and other

people was crucially linked to their experiences of the body. He suggested
that learning to be male involved "learning to project a physical presence that

spoke of latent power, which involved a certain size, shape, posture,

movement, possession of certain skills and lack of others, bodily self-image
and presentation of the male body to the external world" (Connell,1987:84).
None of these attributes were merely the result of the possession of XY

chromosomes or even a penis. Rather, the physical sense of maleness derived
from a personal history of social practices which resulted in the construction

of a masculine body.
In Western societies, young men were taught to respect sporting

success as a matter of grave and paramount importance. The combination of

physical coordination and force that was integral to team sports such as

football or even highly individualized sports such as bodybuilding became a

central aspect of many young men's lives. While some boys chose to reject

sport for numerous reasons, for many other boys sport became a mode of

bodily action which had a much greater relevance than the particular game.
Sport was empowering for many young men because it taught them how to

use their bodies to produce certain effects arid to achieve power through the

application of masculine force and skill. Athletic prowess became a means

for young men to judge their own and their peers' degree ofmasculinity.
The concern with physical prowess and skill became a statement

embedded in the male body through years of participation in sporting
activities. Masculinizing practices such as sport "constructed the male body
as a reflection of the social structure" (Connell,1987:85). Competitive sport

reproduced the dominant class relations in an advanced capitalist society. A
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"stratified, hierarchical social structure led disproportionately large numbers

of working-class and racialized men into athletic careers whereby they

attempted to construct masculine identities" (Messner,1992a:173). For these

socially disadvantaged young men, for whom other sources of legitimate
masculine authority and accomplishment such as earning power and

academic success were largely inaccessible, the development of a body
appearance and body language that were indicative of force and skill was

experienced as vitally important (Whitson,1992).
The literature review indicated that masculinity was socially

constructed through sport, which served to reproduce the dominant social

relations between men of different class, race and sexual orientation.

Through sport boys and men internalized normative masculine traits such as

force, aggression and the occupation of space. Bodybuilding was an

important social practice since ideas about masculinity and femininity were
inscribed on male and female bodies. Some men participated in

bodybuilding due to its near exclusive focus upon bodily aesthetics,

particularly maximum muscular size, symmetry and proportion. In

addition, bodybuilding was appealing to some men because it did not

require their participation in team sports (Klein,1993). For example,
bodybuilding men claimed to possess more individual autonomy and

control over the sport and their bodies. In contrast, during our

conversations, the football and track and field respondents subordinated

physical appearance to athletic performance. These athletes defined their

masculinity based on different criteria.
The relationship between the male body and the dominant discourses

of masculinity converged upon the issue of desire, which Foucault (1990b)
described as a historically specific, complex and painful experience.

According to Foucault, Classical Greek literature considered desire and

pleasure inferior appetites which were akin to hunger and thirst that humans

shared with animals and, if left unregulated, could extend their dominion
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over the individual thereby reducing him to slavery. Foucault (1990b:67)

argued that in order to reach a state of virtuous and ethical behavior,

therefore, "men assumed the position of adversary to desire and pleasure
either according to the model of the fighting soldier or the wrestler in a

match". Moreover, the combative relationship with these adversaries was

"an agonistic relationship with oneself" (Foucault,1990b:67). The Greek style
of ascetics did not portray the adversary as a different, ontologically alien

power; rather the difficulty of the combat derived from the fact that it was a

solo contest..."to struggle against desire and pleasure was to cross swords

with oneself", preferably resulting in the construction of a stable subject "who

was able to control and master, whenever and however they chose, desire

and pleasure" (Foucault,1990b:68).

Similarly, Finkelstein (1989) and Frank (1991) argued that desire,

which was defined as "men's sensual drive to crave, covet or possess

(Webster's NewWorld Dictionary,1986:382) an object from which pleasure or

satisfaction is expected" (Lash,1991:266), involved a sense of absence or lack

thereby producing a 'hunger', which could be satisfied and managed by
Western consumerism. For example, men's self-doubts could be quelled by
the production of an ideal masculine body and the promise of future

perfection (Coward,1985). Consumerism became a strategy for establishing
individual social location; the desire for commodities or styles of conduct

directed the individual toward specific activities including shopping which

was a gauge of status and distinction (Finkelstein,1989). However, Frank

(1991) argued that consumer culture (re)created, but did not fulfill people's
desires. Unfortunately for the individual "no desire is unfulfillable ...and no

desire can be fully satisfied either" (Schwartz,1989:416. Cited in

Frank,1991:52). Men's desires were not necessarily mentally or physically

healthy; they could suffer loss of bodily health, happiness and/or

emotional!social relationships. Therefore, desire could be stimulated but not

satisfied through the possession of material objects, whose value fluctuated
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over time and with social change. Desires emerged in particular historical

moments; "what we desire and what social actions are taken to satisfy these

emotions are intrinsic to the social epoch we inhabit" (Finkelstein,1989:1l6).
There was a fashionability to feelings as exemplified by the current

desirability of muscularity among men' (Bordo,1993). During the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, muscles were associated with manual labor

and the proletarian class, and they contained racial meanings such as the

hard, sweating bodies of professional black pugilists (Wacquant,1995b).
Muscles "represented insensitivity, and a lack of intelligence and civility"
(Bordo,1993:195). In nineteenth century Western society, the body has been

conceptualized as the 'nature' half of the nature/culture dualism; therefore

the more muscularity one had the more uncultured and uncivilized one was.

Today, however, the muscular well-built body has become a cultural icon:

'working-out' is a glamorized and applauded social activity. Rather than

signifying an inferior status, the muscled body symbolizes the correct

attitude, specifically it indicates conscientiousness, willpower, energy, self
control and the mastery over the body.

To better explain the relationship between muscles and masculine

desire, Fussell's (1991) personal biography concerning his four years of

bodybuilding provided a useful guide. By focusing on the lived experiences
of bodybuilding, Fussell provided an embodied account of how men's shared

belief in the value of masculinity becomes inscribed on a particular
individual. Playing a "solipsistic game of tag with [his] muscles"

(Fussell,1991:187), produced powerful moral and sensual dynamics which

transformed and gave new meaning to his sense of reality. Fussell, who was

a tall, thin, timid and bookish 'boy' metamorphosed into a muscular, strong,

somewhat aggressive man who was confident and secure in his body.
Fussell (1991) argued that bodybuilding provided a unique

opportunity to examine the tensions within normative masculinity because
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"muscles are the distinctive symbol of masculinity, the specific
armarmentarium of an embattled manhood" (Wacquant,1995a:171). Studies

showed that "men's self-esteem is higher when their body is large, hard and

muscular thereby commanding attention and respect" (Thune,1949. Cited in

Pleck,1982:107). The desire for muscles revealed men "engaged in a

passionate battle with their own sense of vulnerability" (Glassner,1992:292),
and bodybuilding "stands as the existential angst of masculinity because by
reducing sport to a battle with and against one's body, it strips athletics

down to its purely manhood-generating and manhood-affirming functions"

(Wacquant,1995a:171). Similarly, Pleck (1982:106) argued that if men's self

doubts inspired their muscular development, bodybuilding was "perhaps the

archetypal expression of male identity insecurity". Grounded in a "politics
of the body, bodybuilding is an assertion of masculine dominance as power,

mastery and skill through exaggerations of the male physique"
(Mason,1992:29).

Tracing the historical relationship between bodywork practices and

the male body was the topic of the next chapter. I began by examining the

history of modem bodybuilding, which had its origins in nineteenth century
notions of 'muscular Christianity' and sport. Being a good disciple of God

meant building a strong, disciplined body. Modem bodybuilding
represented a secularized version of muscular Christianity. Despite its

separation from Christianity, bodybuilding retained its emphasis on moral

devotion, hard work and spiritual transcendence of the uncontrolled and

unrestrained physical body. Within this ideological framework,

bodybuilding shaped and is shaped by the dominant discourses on

masculinity, sport and the male body.
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Endnotes

1. Frank's (1991) discussion of the dominating and communicative body
typologies did not apply to this study, which focused specifically upon the

disciplining of the muscular body. Briefly, Frank argued the dominating
body (soldiers, warriors) existed in a dyadic relationship with other people;
dominating bodies utilized violence to physically and psychologically
oppress others. Its need to dominate was fueled by a sense of lack,
characterized by a fear and anxiety regarding the loss of masculine identity
and vitality. "Being a man involves fighting, and being a man was the only
way of being alive" (Cited in Frank,1991:71). Lastly, the dominating body
was dissociated from itself in order to punish and absorb punishment; it did
not know or own its body. Such a lack of power over their bodies produced
a fear and self-loathing, which was projected outwards.

Frank (1991) argued that the communicative body, typified by dance,
shared narratives, performance and care-giving, represented the ideal

relationship between bodies and society. The communicative body's
contingency was no longer a problem, but its possibility. For example,
women's vulnerability, expressed in their reproductive capacities, may link
them to others including a baby, partner and mother. This constituted a

dyadic expressiveness involving emotions such as joy, sorrow and

ambivalence, which intersected with a desire to (re)produce mutually
beneficial associations with others.

2. "Hegemony" referred to the "Gramscian interpretation of a social

ascendancy achieved in a play of social forces that extends beyond
encounters of brute power into the organization of private life and cultural

processes" (Connell,1987:184). Gaining hegemony did not require the

deployment of coercive tactics, such as unfair hiring and firing employment
practices, in order to subordinate other masculine identities. Rather,
hegemonic ascendancy was encoded in religious doctrines, mass media,
wage structures, taxation policies, etc.

3. This discussion did not refer to professional bodybuilders, who possessed
maximum muscular size and definition. The track and field and football
athletes considered these men very unattractive.
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CHAPTER 2: THE HISTORY OF MODERN BODYBUILDING

2.1 Introduction

In nineteenth century Britain and America, educators, physicians and

national leaders feared that industrialization had caused among other things, the
decline of white middle-class masculinity. President Theodore Roosevelt, for

example, argued that men were becoming weak and effeminate, and would be

unable to successfully fight in wars meant to further American territorial

expansion. Sport was advocated to restore men's physical and spiritual well

being, thereby spawning the movement known as 'muscular Christianity', which
held that muscular growth, Christianmorality and masculinity were inextricably
woven in the lives of boys and men (Klein,1993; Mangan et al.,1987). Through
athletic activity they developed physical presence, stoicism, the endurance of

pain and scrutiny under pressure (Whitson,1992).
The muscular Christian ideology gave rise to modern bodybuilding,

which had its origins in the nineteenth century 'Strong Man era' in which

professional Strongmen publicly displayed their superior physical strength on

stage and in circuses. Eugene Sandow, a Strong Man, became the first

recognizable bodybuilder; he was considered a perfect combination of muscular

development and attractiveness. His embodiment of gorgeous brawn helped to

shift the focus on extraordinary strength to the aesthetics of muscularity

(Klein,1993).
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In the 1990s, bodybuilding has gained an unprecedented popular status,

specifically the media (film, advertising, magazine and television) focus on the

phenomenon of muscle, drawing increasing numbers of people to weight
training. There are an estimated 25,000 gyms and fitness centers in the United

States, and more than 35 million people weight train at home or in gyms or

1

health clubs' Muscle is considered to be attractive, sexy, desirable and healthy;
bodybuilders can be observed in modem gyms, television commercials,

magazines, movies and on the streets. Bodybuilding has become a billion-dollar

industry in America, and a multi-billion dollar industry worldwide (Prokop et

al.,1994).
This chapter critically evaluated the history of bodybuilding from the

nineteenth century to the present, focusing on the former's relationship to sport
and the ideology of muscular Christianity. I analyzed European colonialist's

attempts to indoctrinate in boys an amalgam of discipline, service and authority

through their participation in sport (Miller,1990:78). The preoccupation with

strength and muscularity inspired the StrongMan era in which amazing feats of

strength became the object of public amusement. In turn, the Strong Man

phenomena spawned modem bodybuilding, which continued the practice of

public spectacle, except the emphasis shifted from strength to aesthetics.

2.2 Sport: Engendering Men

Kidd (1987:251) argued that contemporary North American sports

"developed under the social conditions of a rapidly industrializing nineteenth

century Britain, and spread to the rest of the world through emigration and

imperialism". As communities shifted from a rural, agricultural base to one of

urban manufacturing in which a smaller proportion of the population found

itself involved in hard physical labor in order to earn a living, "health and

fitness" became a grave concern for the middle-class (Dutton et al.,1989:35).

Everyone including the working-class, the emergent professional-class, men,
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women and children, was considered to be adversely affected by
industrialization. Sport was thus advocated to restore the physical and moral

strength of a population.
More importantly, sport played a crucial role in the social construction of

masculinity, specifically in the determination of how 'manliness' attained and

maintained its privileged position in Western societies. For example, during the

mid-to-late nineteenth century the promoter of the Olympic games, Pierre de

Coubertin, was convinced that the lessons learned on the playing fields of

English private boy's schools were crucial factors in reversing the decline of a

French elite class which had grown weak and effeminate. deCoubertin regarded
"sports as educational, preparing boys and young men for careers in business,

government, colonial administration and the military by installing physical and

mental toughness, obedience to authority, and loyalty to the team" (Cited in

Kidd,1987:252).

Although deCoubertin was primarily concerned with the welfare of

middle-upper class white boys and men, the working-class eventually adopted
organized sport as a vehicle for the attainment of a masculine identity

2

(Springhall,1987). Through school textbooks, children's literature, philanthropic
organizations such as the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) and

religious institutions, "the image and symbolism of Christian manliness filtered

down to the proletariat through an unrelenting and self-assured process of social

osmosis" (Mangan et al.,1987:2). As the British public school system with its

unique emphasis on playing games became a hothouse for breeding manliness,

"athletics and masculinity eventually became synonymous" (Springhall,1987:66).
Team sports such as football and cricket, which were premised upon an ethos of

loyalty, team spirit and physical toughness, were considered important for

building character in young, poor and/or racialized boys (SpringhaU,1987).
In the late nineteenth century, concern about manliness was closely linked

to the loss of "nervous force" or neurasthenia, the leading American health
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complaint (Park,1987:23). Neurasthenia served as an ideological statement about
the deterioration of white middle-class British and American society and was

argued to be most prevalent among Northern Europeans who supposedly were
an advanced culture, and among men whose brains were larger and whose

intellectual capacities greater than those of women. Exercise programs and

athletic activities were advocated to restore energy which had been depleted by
intellectual pursuits and the demands of the business world. President

Roosevelt, who was believed to exemplify those manly qualities which appealed
to the American middle class, advocated sport for "the building up of masculine

bodily, and intellectual vigor and character" (Park,1987:24). For instance, he

praised the fitness and courage of those soldiers who had been athletes, arguing
that there was no room for weaklings or cowards among men with expansionist

aspirations.
The effects of neurasthenia on men could also be alleviated through

participation in the non-team sport known in contemporary times as

bodybuilding. Indeed, Bernarr Macfadden, creator of the physical culture

movement at the beginning of the twentieth century, built a lucrative career by

capitalizing on American's interest in the mesomorphic male form. Macfadden

exhorted men to realize that "it lies with you, whether you shall be a strong virile

animaL.or a miserable little crawling worm" (Cited in Glassner,1992:287).

Physical, moral and mental conditioning was believed to be obtainable through
the use of the Indian club, a precursor of weight training (Klein,1993:34).
Exercise devices such as the dumbbells and rowing machine, both crucial to

bodybuilding regimes and prevalent in modern gyms, were invented during this

period to aid physical well-being. Although the primary purpose of the physical
cultural movement was to increase general health and physical strength, "it was
also obvious to its practitioners that more visible effects, specifically improved
muscle tone and muscular development, would enhance the attractiveness of the

male body" (Dutton et al.,1989:36). While muscle men added to their physical
stature a degree of body fat which made them look stocky and robust, greater
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aerobic exercise created a muscular development that was lithe in appearance.

Men realized that muscle building exercises enabled them to (re}gain an athletic

physique; in short, they became sculptors of their own bodies.
The earliest American bodybuilder was George Winship M.D., whose

philosophy on muscularity and fitness-weight training was a panacea to

nineteenth century America's obsession with the idea of 'health--became

popular in the Northeastern United States (Park,1987:78). Bodybuilding was

also popularized by Dudley Allen Sargent M.D., whose writing on the physical
development of men, women and male athletes in the late 1880s lamented the

fact that only men chosen for competitive sport benefited from the sports craze

that was sweeping the nation. For the majority of men who were spectators of

sport, their health and development was inhibited. Even those few men chosen

for competitive team sports were endangered because of the asymmetrical
muscular development which the athletes fostered. Arguing for a strong link

between bodily structure and function, Sargent claimed that "the size, shape, and
structure of the body have a direct dynamic relation to all the vital organs, and

appreciably influence the function of the brain and nervous system" (Cited in

Park,1987:28-29). He therefore designed exercise programs believed to bring
individual men as close as possible to the ideal symmetrical muscular form.

Winship and Sargent were responsible for "the development of a new and

vigorous image of masculinity which appealed to the American middle-class"

(Klein,1993:35). The class dimension of early weight training was evident by the
fact that working-class men, whose livelihood consisted of hard physical labor,
were generally uninterested in weight training; rather students, middle-class lay
men and professional men were targeted (Chapman,1994). The middle-class

public was no longer restricted to watching a superbly muscled man

demonstrate his physical prowess; they could be participants, if to a less

advanced level, in the activity they observed.

The development and display of muscularity (Dutton et al.,1989) became

central to the 'Strong Man' era of the nineteenth century, in which advocates of
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strength and muscularity toured America putting on shows in traveling circuses

and in gymnasiums (Klein,1993:34). In 1844 professional Strong Men,

particularly the Italian Felice Napoli, appeared at vaudeville houses in Britain

and the United States; in 1877 the British' Louis Attila performed at Queen

Victoria's Jubilee in London; and Samson of the Samson and Cyclops show also

became popular in London for his remarkable feats of strength. Most

significantly, Eugene Sandow (1867-1925), having first gained recognition in

1889 by winning the 'World's Strongest Man' competition in England, toured

widely in America re-defining muscularity and posing, and captivating
audiences of both men and women. In 1893 he performed at the Chicago World

Fair as the strongest man in the world. Sandow was attributed with legendary

accomplishments, such as "wearing a blindfold and holding a fifty-six pound
dumbbell in each hand while simultaneously somersaulting backward across the

stage" (Klein,1993:35). His physique and strength demonstrations were so

popular that at one point he was earning $1,500-$2,000 per week.

Sandow was promoted not only as the world's strongest man, but as the

world's best built man (Dutton et al.,1989:28). The male public could not

measure up to Sandow's presentation of self, which was considered to be a

perfect blend of vitality, physique and good looks. Not suprisingly, he became

the most famous bodybuilder thereby raising its status to an unprecedented high
3

level in the late nineteenth century; and he was chosen as the model to be cast

for the trophy given out at the prestigious, twentieth century Mr. Olympia
international bodybuilding championship (Chapman, 1994; Klein, 1993).

The popularity of bodybuilding also increased through media attention
4

(Klein,1993). Sandow, the first bodybuilder to appear in a film (1894) , began a

cinematic genre which later featured prominent bodybuilders such as Johnny
Weismuller (Tarzan); the Mr. Universe champion, Steve Reeves, who starred in

Hercules, Hercules Unchained and the Thief of Baghdad, thereby becoming the

world's number one box office star in 1959 (Prokop et al.,1994:12); and the seven
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times Mr. Olympia bodybuilding champion, Arnold Schwarzenegger. Physical
culture magazines became a regular feature of the print media in the early
twentieth century. In a magazine called Dynamic Tension (1922), published in

seven different languages, Charles Atlas laid claim to the title of the world's

most perfectly developed male body thereby launching one of the most

successful mail-order businesses in history (Klein,1993:36). In the 1930s with

Atlas selling strongly in the newsstands, bodybuilding contests and titles began
to sprout all over America. In 1939 the American Athletic Union (AAU) decided

to regulate bodybuilding and in 1940 the Mr. America competition was formed.

According to Dutton (1995:140-141), bodybuilding gained official

legitimacy with the establishment of championships which codified rules and

judging criteria thereby shifting the focus away from individualistic display onto

group competition: compulsory poses were introduced, their execution being
defined with technical 'precision; standards of costume were laid down in an

attempt to reinforce the sporting image and eliminate any suggestions of

indecency contained in the G-string displays of earlier exponents; and the

practice of a panel of judges independently scoring competitors according to

fixed criteria of muscularity, symmetry, proportion and definition, conferred an

air of clinical objectivity on bodybuilding. Along with its recognition as a sport,

bodybuilding acquired a new wave of entrepreneurial promoters most notably,
Joe Weider (Dutton,1995:141t While the AAU brought respectability to the

sport, men such as JoeWeider gave it a public.
Weider, a native of Montreal who struggled to establish a career in

bodybuilding, was a caricature of the emasculated young men depicted in the

Charles Atlas advertisements. Like Atlas, Weider was a timid 90 pound
weakling who was tired of being harassed by men larger than himself, so he

began weight training thereby experiencing both psychological and physical
transformation. Inspired by his own muscular development, Weider began a

small weight training newsletter in 1940, which was later expanded to include

the distribution of weight training equipment and nutritional supplements
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thereby creating the largest bodybuilding enterprise in the modern world.

Weider Enterprises published the largest array of magazines in the areas of

bodybuilding and physical fitness. During the 1950s Weider published more

than twenty muscle magazines including the premier magazine in the sport,
Muscle and Fitness, which had a reported circulation of over 600,000 in 1991

(Klein,1993:86). The domestic and foreign circulation of the Weider magazines
"is over onemillion and yearly advertising for a Weider product such as a cable

body shaper is over $3million" (Gaines & Butler,1981:123).

Although the main focus of organized bodybuilding was in the U.S., its

growth in Great Britain and on the continent was far from negligible
(Dutton,1995:141). European countries were organizing national competitions
such as 'Mr. Great Britain' and 'Mr. France'. Most significantly, the International
Federation of Bodybuilding (IFBB) was formed in 1947, and presently includes

more than one hundred membership associations. The international flavor of

competition was reflected in the renaming of 'Mr. America' as 'Mr. Universe',

and the formation of the prestigious 'Mr. Olympia' contest in 1965.

Despite its status as a sport, bodybuilding declined in popularity during
the 1950s-60s. Coward (1989:1) argued that the American public's concerns

about health and the body were very different from the current obsession,

specifically "people felt a basic optimism in the American medical system". The

near elimination of infectious diseases through the development of vaccines,

improved hygiene, and improvements in surgical techniques, meant that most
illnesses could be successfully treated; and advances in medical science and

research would enable doctors to control chronic illnesses.

There was, of course, a general common sensical view that people had to

protect their health (Coward,1989:2). World War II had raised people's
consciousness about good nutrition and physical fitness. What was largely
absent during this period, however, was the intense concern with one's health

and longevity which characterizes the public today. There was no sense that an
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individual's well-being was their responsibility; that we have to 'eat right', and

exercise long and hard to reap the positive effects of physical fitness.

Bodybuilding became a cultural obsession in the mid-to-late 1970s with

the emergence of the health and fitness trend. The ideology of the health and

fitness industry, which espoused personal responsibility for one's physical and

psychological well-being, coincided near perfectly with the individually
oriented nature of bodybuilding and its promises of superior strength, health
and beauty. At first, the most popular form of exercise was aerobics such as

jogging and cycling, but eventually weight training and bodybuilding
proliferated (Prokop et al.,1994:12). Muscular hard bodies were no longer
viewed with disdain by mainstream American society. With the release of the

award-winning film Pumping Iron (1976), a film documentary produced by
Charles Gaines and George Butler, the bodybuilding sub-culture was introduced

to mass audiences, thereby signaling the first real step to cinematic stardom for

the film's central character, Arnold Schwarzenegger. "Bodybuilding became

more than fashionable; it was perceived as necessary for people, both young and

old who sought optimum health" (Klein,1993:40). The television series The

Incredible Hulk starring Lou Ferrigno, brought bodybuilding into people's
homes in the same way as did the movies Conan and Terminator 1. II also

starring Arnold Schwarzenegger; and lastly the popularity of bodybuilding
thrived as sports, such as professional wrestling, promoted competition between

hulking men. These developments along with the health and fitness trend

represented the bridge to respectability Weider had always wanted;

bodybuilding became recognized as a legitimate sport (Klein,1993:86).
There was tension and long held suspicions concerning the bodybuilders'

sexual preferences. Weider realized that if bodybuilding was to gain legitimacy
he would have to dispel the myth that its male practitioners were homosexual.

Therefore, beginning in 1980 every cover page of Muscle and Fitness featured a

woman posing beside a male bodybuilder, increasing the sex appeal of
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bodybuilding and facilitating its integration into the array of magazines which

compete for public consumption.
Weider's mainstreaming strategy was successful insofar as the annual

circulation of Muscle and Fitness grew by 40 percent in the mid-1980s

(Klein,1993). However as public consumption of Muscle and Fitness increased,

the hard-core bodybuilding community became disenchanted with the

magazine's fitness orientation. Therefore, Weider produced Flex for hard-core

bodybuilders; and for men and women who were concerned with physical
fitness Weider published Men's Fitness and Shape, respectively.

In summary, since the mid-nineteenth century, bodybuilding has been a

powerful ideological representation of normative masculinity. The muscular

male image, which epitomizes physical and moral strength and attractiveness, is

featured in every facet of popular culture including movies, television,

magazines and comic books. A study of bodybuilding, therefore, would provide

important insights about the mutually constitutive nature of the physical body
and the dominant discourses of masculinity.
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Endnotes

1. I did not obtain any statistics concerning the prevalence of bodybuilding in

Canada, but I speculated that what occurs in the United States also occurs in

Canada.

2. Springhall (1987:70) argued, however, that muscular Christianity did not

penetrate down to the "lumpenproletariat". The ideology of Christian manliness

appealed more to socially mobile lower-class parents than to the non-respectable
"rough" working class who comprised the bulk of the "hooligan" element in

towns and cities. On the basis of financial cost alone, the channels for teaching
Christian manliness were frequently too costly for the poorest working class

families. The status quo was therefore maintained and the "violent underclass",
whose working class masculine ethos involved drinking and brawling, was

contained. (Springhall,1987:69).

3. For a discussion of Sandow's colorful career, see Chapman (1994).

4. Klein (1993) failed to mention the name of the film which featured Sandow.

5. This micro-sociological study did not focus heavily on Joe Weider and his

entrepreneurial competitors within the bodybuilding industry. For a political
economic analysis of bodybuilding, see Klein (1993)
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

3.1 Methodology

Developing an appropriate methodology for a study of bodybuilding
required an approach which 1/accounted for the public aspects of bodybuilding
practice including the gymnasiums and weight training techniques; and the

private structure of bodybuilders' consciousness such as their desire for a

hypermasculine body image, which was shaped by culturally shared meanings
and values" (Aycock,1992:339). One starting point for this analysis was the

notion of the bodybuilder as both an agent and an object of discourse. Discourse

was understood as those practices which produced the objects of which they

speak. By interrogating cultural assumptions about the self, I was able to

appreciate how truth was socially constructed within particular frameworks of

meaning. In this study the cultural meanings were specific to bodybuilding
men's personal stories about muscularity and strength, the production of the

admiring gaze, and its effects upon individual bodybuilders.
This study was based upon a snowball sample, which began with a few

relevant subjects and expanded through further referrals (Babbie,1995:287). The

method used was that of personal interviews which were adapted from the

interview schedules developed by Klein (1993), Bednarek (1985) and Guthrie et

al. (1991). The sample was complete once the interview process reached a

saturation point in which no new themes or concepts were being uncovered.
Babbie (1995:264) identified two reasons for choosing interview research.

First, properly designed and executed interviews had a high response rate of 80-

85 percent. The presence of an interviewer usually decreased the 'don't knows'
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and 'no answers'. To minimize such responses, the interviewer could probe for

answers and clarify confusing questions thereby obtaining relevant responses.

Second, the interviewer could observe as well as ask questions. He/she could

note characteristics of respondents including: their demeanor, mood, reactions to
the study and their ability to articulate responses. Although Babbie did not

mention it, interviews provided a rich source of data: the researcher could

explore the nuances, complexities and contradictions contained in the interview.

Such a depth of information would probably not be derived from a survey.

The interview process began with the gathering of background
demographic information about the bodybuilding respondents, such as their

age, education, employment status, and bodily characteristics such as weight
and height. Next, the interviews focused on questions concerning the

respondent's orientation (competitive or con-competitive) toward the sport;

body-self relations; reasons for bodybuilding; nutritional concerns; and training

regimens.
The interviews enabled the bodybuilders to construct personal narratives

which embodied their experiences of the pain and rewards endemic to the sport

(Frank,1991). Through the "powers of narratization" the respondents were

encouraged to "transform their experiences of bodybuilding into a story which

they told, and which became most effective when other people (the interviewer)
witnessed the story, validated its interpretations and affirmed its value"

(Frank,1991:87). The bodybuilders "figured out their thoughts by speaking them
to the persons whose reactions may have been as important as their own"

(Kleinman,1988:50. Cited in Frank,1991:88). These narratives were also

important to the mutual recognition in which bodybuilding relationships such as

interactions within the weight room, were grounded. The respondents'
narratives revealed a commonality of experience, which enabled a greater

understanding of the meanings of bodybuilding.
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3.2 Data Sources

The field research began with my personal experience: I participated in

weight training for three years at various fitness centers in Saskatoon. I was

therefore familiar with the meaning of bodybuilding, the interactions of its

practitioners and techniques peculiar to the craft. In addition, I pursued my

personal and academic interest in bodybuilding through an immersion in

various media such as popular magazines, televised competitions and radio

talkshows. I also attended a bodybuilding championship in order to observe the

organizational and competitive aspects of the sport.
In an attempt to ensure the successful recruitment of bodybuilders, I

enlisted the cooperation of various fitness centers in Saskatoon. I wrote letters to

the management requesting permission to interview bodybuilders at their

facility, and to inquire if there was office space in which to conduct interviews.

They approved of my study, but did not give consistent answers regarding the

use of office space. One co-owner of a gym advised using the gym's sitting area

for conducting interviews. Instead, I interviewed the respondents in coffee

shops or in the Graduate Students' office space in Geology, University of

Saskatchewan.

I decided a comparative analysis was important for analyzing the

relationship between bodybuilding and masculinity. Since I knew that some

mainstream athletes were involved in weight training, I contacted, via letters

and phone calls, the Head Coaches of the University of Saskatchewan's Huskies
track and field and football teams requesting their permission to interview some

of their athletes. Both coaches, who ensured their willingness to cooperate,
asked that I speak to the athletes at the Field House and explain the purpose of

my study and why I wanted their participation.
I. was unable to obtain a list of competitive bodybuilders from the

Saskatchewan Amateur Bodybuilding Association (SABBA); therefore my focus

became non-competitive bodybuilders, who worked out at local health and
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bodybuilding centers. In total, I conducted thirty-five interviews: seventeen

bodybuilders, ten football athletes and eight track and field athletes. The sample
size would have been larger except that four competitive bodybuilders canceled

for reasons unknown, and one football athlete and one track and field athlete

failed to arrive for their interviews.

Based on the interview data, I developed the following profile of the

bodybuilding, football and track and field respondents' based on their

demographic characteristics including their age, marital status, level of

education, body height and weight, number of years and hours per week spent

weight training and amount of weight lifted. The bodybuilding respondents
(n=17) ranged in age from 20 to 33, with an average of 25; their weight and

height ranged from 172 pounds to 245 pounds and 5'6.5" to 6'4" respectively,
with averages of 196 pounds and 5'9", respectively. The majority of the

respondents (65%/n=17) were single, 29 percent had girlfriends and 6 percent
were married. At the time of the interviews, 71 percent of the respondents were
enrolled full-time and 6 percent were enrolled part-time at the University of

Saskatchewan. Their areas of study included Anthropology, Near Eastern

Archaeology, Obstetrics/Gynecology, Law, Masters of Business Administration,
Commerce, Physiology, Physical Education, Agriculture and Chemistry.
Respondent #10 attended a technical college to become a Registered Psychiatric
nurse; respondents # 3 and 4 had a Grade 12 education; and respondent #9

dropped out of school after Grade 11, and was in the process of completing
highschool equivalency exams.

The number of years the respondents (n=17) had been involved in

bodybuilding ranged from 2.5 to 15 years, with an average of 7; and the number

of hours per week they weight-trained ranged from 5.5 to 12.5, with an average

of 9. The amount of weight bench pressed ranged from 150 to 345 pounds, with

an average of 243 pounds. The average amount of weight squatted ranged from

150 to 1100 pounds, with an average of 328 pounds.
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The football respondents! (n=10) ranged in age from 19 to 23, with an

average of 21; their height and weight ranged from 5110" to 6'8" and 175 to 295

pounds respectively, with averages of 61and 237 pounds, respectively. The

majority (63%) were single, 38 percent had a girlfriend and none were married.

At the time of the interviews, they were enrolled in university; their areas of

study including Biochemistry, Engineering, Anthropology, Agriculture, Physical
Education, Psychology and Education.

The number of years the football respondents (n=10) weight trained

ranged from 1 to 8.5, with an average of 4; and the number of hours per week

they weight trained ranged from 5 to 16.5, with an average of 10. The amount of

weight squatted ranged from 275 to 550 pounds, with an average of 383 pounds;
and the amount of weight bench pressed ranged from 180 to 300 pounds, with
an average of 238 pounds.

The track and field respondents' (n=8) ranged in age from 19 to 29, with

an average of 22; their height and weight ranged from 515" to 612" and 148

pounds to 180 pounds respectively, with averages of 5'7" and 163 pounds,
respectively. The majority (63%) were single, 25 percent were married and 13

percent were engaged to be married. At the time of the interviews, all the

respondents except one were enrolled in university; their areas of study
included Languages (German), Electrical Engineering, Anatomy, Psychology,
Physical Education, Natural Science and Physics.

3.3 Operationalization
The research results were analyzed by conducting a thematic content

analysis of the categories, which came from the data itself. The analysis began
with the production of a report which summarized the findings of the

questionnaire. Each response and its rationale was analyzed for the absence or

presence of certain themes including their motives for bodybuilding, their

training regimens, masculinity, femininity and female bodybuilding, the gaze,
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role models, pain and sport. The themes, which are discussed below in more

detail, were then utilized to explain if and how bodybuilding enhanced the

respondents' gender identity.
Two central concepts in this study were discipline--the institutional

inscription of certain knowledge and values on the body (Foucault,1979;1990a). I

analyzed how disciplinary practices such as weight training produced docile

bodies and perpetuated the ideology of normative masculinity. The second

important concept was representation (Turner,1984; Frank,1991)--the public

display of the surface of the body. This bodily display was constructed through
the respondents' and others' gaze, which was a testament to the (dis)approval of

muscularity as a sign of masculinity. I examined how the display ofmuscularity

shaped bodybuilders' self-concepts and their desire to emulate the cultural ideal

of masculinity.
3.3.1 Motives/Objectives

The respondents were questioned as to why they bodybuild. For

example, were they most concerned with health and fitness or masculine

aesthetics? This question tested the common assumption that bodybuilders' goal
was the achievement of peak physical health. An alternative motive, however,

could have been the respondents' desire to construct a more attractive body
(Dutton,1995). Many bodybuilders want to build an aesthetically pleasing body
represented by the mesomorphic male form--a developed chest and arms

tapering down to a narrow waist and lean, muscular legs. In this context, the

display of the muscular body is primarily an erotic transaction

(Dutton,1995:240). Themuscular body is an erotically attractive signal.
3.3.2 Training Regimens

The respondents were asked to describe their exercise workouts. They
were asked the amount of weight lifted, how many hours per week, the number

of sets and reps performed, and if and why they used machines and/or free

weights. They were also asked to describe their nutritional regimens. 'Serious'
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bodybuilders typically followed high protein, high carbohydrate and low-fat

nutritional programs. Such diets assisted in the building of a large, lean, defined
muscular physique.
3.3.3 Masculinity

The respondents were asked if and how bodybuilding enhanced their

masculinity, which was defined as a set of cultural and social practices by which
male subjects define themselves as men. The relationship between masculinity
and muscularity was tested by reference to bodily height, weight, appearances
and personal affect: for example, did the possession of a large, hard muscular

body inspire greater self-pride and confidence in the respondents as men?

3.3.4 Femininity/Female Bodybuilding

Exploring the relationship between masculinity and muscularity required
the corollary discussion of femininity and female bodybuilding. The

respondents were asked whether women should become bodybuilders. Did

they feel muscular women were (un)attractive? Did muscular women violate

traditional representations of acceptable femininity? Lastly, what did they
consider to be the ideal female body?
3.3.5 The Gaze.

I argued that the respondents' self-perceptions and views of gender were

shaped by men's and women's gazes. The respondents were asked how they
felt and what it meant to be gazed at. For example, was the gaze flattering? Did

it reflect their successful embodiment of cultural ideals of masculinity? Did they

prefer to be looked at by men or women?

3.3.6 Role Models

The respondents were asked if and why they emulated particular
professional bodybuilders, who are featured in muscle magazines,

autobiographies, videos and movies (Arnold Schwarzenegger, Dorion Yates and

Jean Claude Van Dam). Did these men represent the ideal masculine image?
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3.3.7 Pain

The respondents were asked if and why pain--the experience of bodily
discomfort--was integral to successful bodybuilding. Did they subscribe to the

adage 'no pain, no gain'? What was their interpretation of pain? Did they
(dis)like pain? Did the experience of pain enhance their sense of masculinity-
did 'real men' endure and conquer bodily pain? Conversely, did the avoidance

of pain indicate personal weakness as men?

3.3.8 Sport
The respondents were asked if and why they felt bodybuilding was a

sport. This question responded to those critics of bodybuilding, who argued it is
not a sport because of the absence of team effort, complex skills and strategizing.
In summary, I hoped the questions would generate the data needed to theorize

how bodybuilding shaped and was shaped by some men's masculine identity.

Apart from the interview questionnaire, gender differences between the

interviewer and the respondents could have significantly shaped the research

results; or more correctly, precluded understanding the relationship between

masculinity and bodybuilding. My position as a female researcher, therefore,

warranted some discussion.

3.4 The Gendered Interview Relationship

Historically, the majority of books written about the working-class,
racialized groups and/or homosexuals were written by white, middle-class

heterosexual men, who were seen as the'authority' to consult if anyone wanted

to understand the experiences of socially marginalizd people (hooks,1988).
Those who wrote the texts were seen as subjects, "who defined their own reality
and named their history, while those written about were treated as objects, who

were defined by and whose history was named in ways which dictated their

relationship to the author/subject" (hooks,1988:42-43).
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Celia Kitsinger (Cited in Reinharz,1992) questioned the appropriateness of

studying people different from the researcher, particularly those whom the

author wields power over. She argued that writing about a group to which one

did not belong could result in either the absence of the voices of the people
whose experiences are being addressed, or the dismissal of these voices as

unimportant, thereby reinforcing the subject/object dichotomy, and the

colonization, manipulation and exploitation of marginalized groups. For

example, hooks' (1988) black students insisted that white women could not

appreciate and write about the experiences of racialized women. Even if the

authors were caring and progressive, they would distort or erase the experiences
of non-white women. Excluding researchers from black women's culture may

therefore have created a social space free of racial and gender oppression
(hooks,1988). But hooks argued that the problem was not our differences, but

prevailing attitudes toward our work. For example, white scholar's writing was

typically considered more legitimate and authoritative than that of non-white

scholars. To successfully study people different from ourselves, scholars could

not be regarded as the most authoritative voice or their work as 'definitive'.

Arguing against the notion of a definitive work could help
1/
create a climate

where scholars from diverse groups flourished and better appreciated
scholarship emerging from a particular race, gender and class perspective"
(hooks,1988:45).

Like hooks (1988), I did not convert the 'epistemology of insidemess' into
the principle that women should study only their individual experiences;
women were entitled to and able to study anything (Reinharz,1992:261). Nor

did researchers have to personally experience something in order to study it.

Studying those different from ourselves could provide new insights. For

example, my experiences of weight training may have helped me appreciate
how men felt about bodybuilding. Moreover, I did not claim to be producing
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'the truth' about men, masculinities and bodybuilding; rather I was offering a

feminist interpretation of the subject matter.

Since the issue of Idifference' was dearly relevant to my situation,

specifically whether I should only study those identical to myself, I asked the

male respondents how they felt being interviewed by a female researcher. Their

responses ranged from indifference, to discomfort, to relief. The majority
(65%/n=17) of the bodybuilding respondents claimed not to be uncomfortable

with a female researcher. For example, an obstetrician/gynecologist, whose

patients are female, said he could definitely relate to my situation. The way in

which he conceptualized gender was shaped by the nature of his work; to treat

female patients he would necessarily have to minimize their differences. He

stated,

I don't judge you by you're being a woman; I judge you by your skills. I
know how you feel being the opposite sex to your clients/patients ...there are

getting to be more female ob/gyn's than male ob'gyn's ....Women and men don't
have any innate knowledge of what it means to have a baby ...women have said
that men ob /gyn residents tend to be more empathetic to their problems than
female ob/gyn's (respondent #8).

Unlike the above respondent, some held more essentialist views.

Respondent #5 argued that gender influenced our insights and our ability to

appreciate what was being said; women and men interpreted things differently.
Therefore, he claimed that I could not understand male bodybuilders' desire to

get increasingly bigger. Such desires were deemed intrinsic and unique to

masculinity. Furthermore, he argued, it did not matter that men and women

experienced similar cultural expectations (masculinity/muscularity and

femininity /slenderness); gender created impenetrable social and attitudinal

barriers between men and women.

These mixed views regarding me as a female researcher were also shared

by the football respondents. Our respective gender affected the negotiation

process depending on the respondents' expectations and notions of appropriate
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gendered conversations. For example, their responses were the product of how
we read each other's bodily signs including demeanor, posture, facial

expressions and dress-wear. Two said being interviewed by a female researcher

was 'o.k.'; gender was irrelevant to the job of interviewing (respondents #5 and

10). The other 80 percent (n=10) either felt embarrassed, skeptical or more
relaxed and honest than if they were being interviewed by a male researcher.

Some responses contained a prudishness grounded in the notion that sexuality is

an embarrassing subject, which should not be publicly discussed between men

and women. For example, respondent #3 said that being questioned about

women's gazes was like "talking to his mother about sex". Respondent #9

expressed a chivalrous attitude toward me: he felt that he would have been more

open to a male researcher regarding the female gaze; he "did not want me to take

anything personally--he did not want to offend me".

Other respondents indicated that they would have felt more threatened or

reticent with a male researcher. Respondent #6 felt more open to me than to a

man. "A man would judge me on what I say. I don't feel as judged by you... ";
and respondent #7 said he would respondent differently to a male researcher.

"I'd be more worried about my masculine identity. I would try to impress a

male researcher more with the answers. I would act macho and tough. I'm

being more truthful and honest with you". Lastly, the track and field

respondents were generally supportive and approving of my position as a

female researcher. Only one respondent indicated that he was uncomfortable

with the question concerning ideal femininity.
In conclusion, there were differing reactions to my position as a female

researcher. Some were more willing to disclose information to a female

researcher, while others were not. Undoubtedly, my participation in the

interview process affected the men's responses. It was not clear, however, how

and to what extent their views would have differed with a different researcher.

It was difficult to make any definitive conclusions about the gendered interview

relationship. My study challenged the essentialist argument that 'differences'
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between people inhibited and distorted mutual understanding. Ostensibly,
'sameness' enabled greater trust and openness between people. My study
revealed a more complex relationship between gender and interpersonal
communication. For example, the traditional association of empathy with

femininity allowed football respondent #6 to be more vulnerable with a female

researcher.

It was also misleading to focus exclusively on the differences between

men and women. Specifically, there were not only differences between genders,
but within a gender. Men did not necessarily understand one another based on

their shared gender; rather they comprised a heterogeneous group which

differed by age, race, class and sexual orientation. A male researcher, therefore,

would not necessarily obtain more 'truthful' information from male respondents.
Indeed, there were no true stories to be told, simply different stories based on

the respondent's assessment of the interview relationship.

3.5 Limitations of the Data

There were at least four limitations to this study. First, it was a small,

non-random sample. The data, therefore, was not generalizable to the

bodybuilding sub-culture in Saskatoon or the province, generally. Each

interview was treated individually and represented the comments of specific
bodybuilders, even though there was overlap in the interviews. Second, the

majority of the respondents were non-competitive, which precluded an

understanding of how organized competitions shape bodybuilding practices and

their impact on cultural definitions of masculinity. Third, the sample, which

consisted primarily of young, white, educated men, lacked diversity. A more

heterogeneous sample may have produced different interpretations of

masculinity within the bodybuilding sub-culture, and greater insights into the

complexities of male bodies and bodybuilding practices.
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Lastly, while I realized that bodybuilding appeared to be important to
elements of the gay sub-culture, I felt that it was inappropriate to ask the

respondents about their sexual orientation. Because I was not gay and this issue

was sensitive, the bodybuilding and football respondents' revealed

embarrassment and defensiveness regarding the issue of homosexuality.
Consequently, I felt that inquiring into their sexual orientation would destroy
the interview relationship. Moreover, I did not know how to 'read' the subtleties

of the respondents' demeanor and language, which possibly implied their sexual

orientation. Knowing how to interpret such cues may have enabled a non

obtrusive analysis of the relationship between homosexuality and muscularity.
Despite these limitations, clear trends were evident in the bodybuilders'

references to the relationship between bodybuilding and masculinity.

Notwithstanding subtle variations, the data suggested that muscularity was a

sign of normative masculinity.
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Endnotes

1. The positions played by the football respondents included offensive line (2),
full back (I), right tackle offensive line (1), defensive nose tackle (2), defensive
end (2), line backer (1) and defensive back (1).

2. Except for one man, who was a sprinter (60 and 300 meter racing), the track
and field respondents were middle to long distance runners (400, 1500 and 3000
meter racing).
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CHAPTER 4: MEN DESIRING MUSCLES

4.1. Men Desiring Muscles

The respondents' experiences of bodybuilding were examined to

determine if and how bodywork practices increased their sense of masculinity.
The majority (81%/n=16) of the respondents believed bodybuilding enhanced

their sense of masculinity; bodybuilding increased their self-confidence in

regard to body size and appropriate masculine behavior. For example,
respondent #10 indicated that when he was a young bodybuilder, his large size

"commanded respect; I never experienced any conflict. People looked up to me

because I was a bodybuilder". Bodybuilding availed him of a sense of power--of
being "ten feet tall". Because of his job as a bouncer at a local bar, respondent #6
was explicitly aware of the relationship between physical strength and

domination. He argued that bodybuilding made him stronger and better able to

subdue antagonistic men. Although he thought brawling was barbaric, he felt

self-assured and proud of his ability to force others' submission to his will.
Some of the respondents were ambivalent about the relationship between

bodybuilding and masculinity. Respondent #11 said that bodybuilding could

not make him feel more manly since he was "a man anyway you look at it";

rather bodybuilding made him a better man. He took his gender identity for

granted by assuming the existence of an essential, unchanging masculine form

which is invulnerable to social practices. Respondent #1 said the experience of

masculinity was contingent upon social contexts: bodybuilding boosted his

masculinity in terms of the ability to train and develop greater physical strength,
but not in areas such as public speaking. Lastly, two respondents claimed they
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did not weight train in order to feel more masculine, while simultaneously
acknowledging that some aspects of masculinity, namely self-confidence and

impressionmanagement skills, were, in fact, enhanced through bodybuilding.
The definitions of normativemasculinity have changed over the past forty

years as men try to construct more personally satisfying gender identities

(Ehrenreich, 1983). For example, in the 1950s men often felt oppressed by the

husband/provider role and its values of responsibility, self-discipline and

protective commitment to women and children (Ehrenreich,1983:169).

Consequently in the 1960s, masculine values emphasized irresponsibility and

self-indulgence among men, resulting in the 'playboy' era, which offered men an

escape from the stifling middle-class preoccupations of monogamous marriage
and the nuclear family. The Playmate in Playboy magazine proved that "a

playboy didn't have to be a husband to be a man" (Ehrenreich,1983:67).

Although contemporary gender conflicts are different from those of the

1950s, specifically many women are employed and increasing numbers of men

participate in child-care, disagreement surrounding acceptable definitions of

masculinity continues in the 1990s. Respondent #8 tried to reconcile the

prevailing view of masculinity which rewards physical strength and aggression
or 'brawn over brain' with his vision of greater emotional receptiveness. "Due

to my job as an ob/gyn I don't want to look dominating and intimidating. I

have to come across to my female patients as sensitive and empathetic, not

domineering" (respondent #8). This comment resonated with the 'New Age
Man' literature (Ehrenreich,1983) which advocates the development of a

masculinity premised upon sensitivity, caring and emotional expressiveness in

men, while retainingmasculinist values such as physical strength.
Physical strength, particularly within the context of normative

masculinity, contained a powerful moral dimension. Individual men's self

worth and value was partially determined by their moral devotion and ability to

perform tireless physical labor. Such personal initiative formed the basis of the

Protestant Work Ethic, "which ensured moral salvation and self-control through
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a systematic method of rational conduct thereby freeing people from irrational

impulses" (Weber,1958:118-119). The Protestant Work Ethic represented a

secularization of asceticism (Wacquant,1992b). The work ethic was transplanted
from religious institutions into the sphere of production, in which business and

professional success was considered to be the hallmark of perfection. For

example, Weber (1958) approved of the religious reformer John Wesley, who
recommended that we earn, save and give away all we can (Tumer,1992:196).
The ProtestantWork Ethic was finally converted into the spirit of capitalism; or
at least the Calvinistic doctrines of asceticism had an affinity with the

requirements of business practice (Tumer,1992:196).
Turner (1984:17) argued that Weber's (1958) analysis concerned lithe

rationalization of desire", which involved many dimensions. Institutions such as

monasticism were developed to subordinate internal passions to reasonable

controls. Desire was regulated by routines of vegetarianism, dieting, exercising
and fasting. Human passions were subjected to scientific inquiries and

technologies were employed to prevent masturbation among children. These

human energies could be safely re-channeled into economic triumphs in

business and commerce.

Weber's (1958) discussion of the relationship between financial success,

self-control and hard work resonated with the respondents' views on

bodybuilding. The majority (94%/n=17) directly or indirectly adhered to the

Protestant Work Ethic. Bodybuilding was treated as a 'calling'. Through
continuous weight training and stringent dieting, which engendered self

discipline and self-restraint, the respondents became physically and

psychologically strong, proud, 'self-made' men. For example, respondent #15
attributed his success as a bodybuilder to the fact that as a child growing up on a

farm, his parents instilled the work ethic in him; he learned that hard work,

discipline and pain are requisite to any accomplishment=there can be no benefits

without hard work. The respondent thus assumed responsibility for his
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muscular transformation and its hoped for emotional effects including pride and

confidence.

The successful adherence to the Protestant Work Ethic, particularly in

competitive bodybuilding, frequently required more than hard work and

discipline. Three ex-competitive bodybuilding respondents had used anabolic

steroids, or performance enhancing drugs consisting of synthetic testosterone.

They believed these drugs were crucial to their success in competitive
bodybuilding. "If you refused steroids to one out of ten contestants, that one

would corne in last" (respondent #15). Steroids were needed to transform

average-to-below-average sized bodies into those of physically attractive,

gargantuan, muscular, strong men.

In contrast to these permissive attitudes, some respondents considered

steroids to be a violation of the ProtestantWork Ethic. They believed that using
steroids was an "easy way out" of hard work (respondent #3), and that steroids

users were evading their responsibilities as mature, dedicated athletes. Steroid

users received an unfair advantage in terms of muscular development thereby

undermining the efforts of those whose success was attributable to patience and

long, grueling exercise workouts. Steroid-opponents were therefore unable to

appreciate and admire muscular growth resulting from the use of performance
enhancing drugs.

The Protestant Work Ethic and its valuation of continuous, rational labor

was also evident in the respondents' attitudes toward body fat, which

symbolized laziness, a lack of discipline and willpower. Failing to conform to

normative expectations regarding one's appearance inspired shame in those

respondents who were overweight in their pre-bodybuilding days. For

example, respondent #16 stated,

I felt sluggish and almost embarrassed by the way I looked because I felt
like; .. .I knew that I should look better and I hated the fact that I'd wake up in the

morning and I'd be fat ... .I don't want fat hanging out all over the place ....When I
look in the mirror now and I see a little bit of fat hanging here or there it just
revolts me ...bodybuilding makes me more attractive; .. .I think it's nicer to look at
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someone who has a little bit of muscularity than a big fat guy ...to put it
bluntly....Mymain goal...is to be able to pull off my shirt this summer and not be
embarrassed about it.

The respondent perceived a soft, shapeless body as disgusting because it

negated cultural standards of masculine desirability including hardness and

physical power. Such undesirable characteristics could, however, be alleviated

through the development of a toned, muscular body. But this required the

endurance of systematic methodical training, the accompanying physical
exhaustion and overcoming obstacles including injuries and that disappointing
moment when the muscles reach a plateau and subsequently stopped growing
(Fussell,1991).

Bordo (1993:136), in her analysis of the cultural meanings of fat and

slenderness for women, argued that the commitment to building and tightening
one's physique "operated as a symbol of successful upward aspiration to those

who have the 'right stuff"'. The muscular body was representative of those who

sacrificed personal conveniences and transcended physical and psychological
pain in order to achieve goals such as an aesthetically pleasing masculine

persona and success in worldly affairs (Bordo,1993).
Men's commitment to hard work, pain and success were integral to sports

(Kidd,1987;Messner,1992a&b). An unshaking dedication to rigorous training
was the price of athletic success. Forty four percent (n=16) of the respondents
argued that bodybuilding was a sport because it required discipline, training,
competition, skills and knowledge of male physiology and nutrition. The

majority (56%/n=16) participated in other sports including tennis, basketball,

golf, cycling, swimming, gymnastics, martial arts, wrestling, track and field,

soccer, hockey, kick boxing, boxing, football, curling, badminton, running,

squash and/or bowling.
Team sport was not appealing to all of the respondents, however: some

(25%/n=16) said bodybuilding consumed all of their time, they feared injuries
from or they were not interested in team sports. These respondents re-coiled
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from physical contact and competition with other men (specifically in the context

of team sports), a posture which negated the image of domination characteristic

of normative masculinity. According to the ideology of masculinity, 'real' men
were not reluctant to physically confront their opponents. Bodybuilding
allowed them to express their masculinity in a physically and emotionally non

threatening solitary space.

There was also some ambivalence about the relationship between

bodybuilding and sport. For example, respondent #6 argued that although
bodybuilding could involve competition, it was not a sport since the training
was individually not team-oriented; and respondent #14 argued that

bodybuilding was both a sport and an art resembling sculpture. The muscular

body was compared to Michelangelo's 'David', which some art historians

considered a beautiful, timeless object. Lastly, respondents #9 and #17 described

bodybuilding as a lifestyle or a health practice which should be part of one's

daily activities. Bodybuilding was not a pastime or an extracurricular activity;
rather like employment or education, it was central to the respondents' lives.

In summary, the relationship between the male body and the dominant

discourses of masculinity converged upon the issue of desire, which was

sublimated in the pursuit of a 'perfectible body' which represented Western

ideals ofmale physical development (Dutton,1995).

4.1.1Masculinity and Aesthetics

When asked why they bodybuild, 38 percent (n=16) of the respondents
said they wanted to get into shape. "It is crucial to get into shape because my

body is very important to me; .. .I want to look big and look fit" (respondent #14).
What bodybuilders meant by 'getting into shape' was somewhat problematic.

'Getting in shape' commonly refers to the achievement of greater muscular

strength, endurance and maximum cardiovascular output. The majority

(82%/n=17) of the respondents, however, did not perform any cardiovascular
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exercises which were crucial to the building of a healthy heart and lungs.
Respondent #11 said many bodybuilders feared aerobic exercises would

eliminate muscle mass', a view which was affirmed in muscle magazines such as

Flex (1995). It was much more likely, however, that cardiovascular work-outs
would decrease one's body fat level thereby creating a more lean, defined

physique. In addition, if the respondents' goal was to 'get into shape', it was not
clear why they chose weight training specifically. Other forms of exercise such

as team sports promoted health and well-being as much as bodybuilding; nor
was it necessary to weight train for nine hours per week to become physically fit.

Most respondents associated I

getting in shape' with physical
attractiveness. The majority (56%/n=16) wanted to develop an aesthetically

pleasing body which involved developing a lean, 'ripped', hard muscular object.
For example, respondent #10 liked the looks of muscles: "[!] like the Greek ideal

of muscularity, tautness and large size". An aesthetically pleasing body was the

traditional mesomorphic male form (Mishkind et al.,1987; Park,1987), in which

the man embodied perfect symmetry (Fussell,1994:45) including a thick, broad

muscular chest and arms tapering down into a narrow waist and shapely, lean
muscled legs. The mesomorphic body was a cultural representation of

masculinity, recalling the Grecian youth as a sign of perfection and grace

(Campbell et al.,1994:160).
The respondents tried to embody the mesomorphic form through the

development of overall muscular proportionality. Respondent #2 wanted to

"tighten up [his] body and look good". He compared bodybuilding to cosmetic

surgery in its ability to build character through the construction of his definition

of beauty on his body. The mesomorphic form reflected moral stamina,

strength and courage. Such desires resonated with the ideology of muscular

Christianity in which a man's physical form mirrored the state of his soul

(Mangan et al.,1987). Nineteenth century advocates of muscular Christianity

argued that moral superiority was achievable through sports such as football

and weight training (Park,1987).
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For some respondents, the desire for proportionality did not include

aesthetics, which respondent #13 considered vain and frivolous; rather he

needed overall muscular strength to work in the field of Archaeology. "I

wouldn't want people to think that I'm [bodybuilding] just to look good ... .I mean
I was ever only doing it for the strength part of it; .. .looks were secondary; ...what

you look like means very little to me". His statement revealed that masculinity
was not homogenous; rather it varied according to personal tastes and within

social contexts (Chapman & Rutherford,1989). The definition of masculinity was

contingent on different factors including personal affect, physical appearances
and strength.

Trying to embody the cultural ideal of masculinity was done partially to

attract attention from male and female bystanders. The majority (65%/n=17) of

the respondents enjoyed being gazed at by men and women. The bodybuilders

interpreted others' gazes as flattering and inspiring feelings of success and self

worth', Gazes were a barometer for measuring muscular accomplishments: "I

look good--I forget all about the pain of weight training" (respondents #2 & 3).
"I have succeeded in getting 'bulked up' and bigger" (respondent #8).

Gazes elicited homoerotic responses in some of the respondents'.
Respondents' #12 and #14 openly expressed their comfort and approval of men

gazing at their bodies: "It feels good knowing that men are actually saying 'oh

wow'. So they must think I have a good body which makes me feel flattered and

want to work even harder" (respondent #12). Similarly respondent #14 said he

loved it when men looked at him in the gym when he was all 'pumped' and
muscular. He loved the attention of men looking; it made him try harder. If

men commented that he was a 'big guy' he felt accomplished and knew that he

was 'doing something right'.
Gazing tended to be a flattering two-way process; the respondents were

looked at, but they also gazed at other bodybuilding men. Some of the

respondents emulated professional bodybuilders, who embodied cultural

representations of muscularity. Respondent #7 described professional
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bodybuilders as "beautiful, exquisite and amazing". Respondent #12 stated:

"you see all these giant men and you say 'wow'. I'd like to look like that, get
close to that size one day". But the gaze was not restricted to immediate

observers. Professional bodybuilders were also crucial in the respondents'
decision to transform their physical and personal selves. For example, the

majority (65%/n=17) liked Arnold Schwarzenegger, a 'classic' (respondents #6),
whose physique was the perfect blend of muscle size and symmetry (respondent
#8). Two respondents aspired to look like Schwarzenegger when they were

young. "When I was 19 I had pictures of Arnold and I compared myself to him
all the time ...

"

(respondent #15). Moreover, Schwarzenegger's talents were not

limited to displaying a superior physique; rather he was credited for being
extremely talented and flexible ... "he is so successful; he's a winner, he's

intelligent and he dominated the bodybuilding industry--now he has taken his

talents to a higher level--acting" (respondent #2). Due to his success in

competitive bodybuilding and subsequently in the print and electronic media,

Schwarzenegger functioned as a mirror reflecting the socially approved

bodybuilding image which guaranteed the admiration and love of everyone

(Coward,1985); he was a powerful, charismatic figure who possessed physical
credibility. Dutton (1995) argued that Schwarzenegger's popularity was also

due to his unmistakable (hetero)sexual orientation. Schwarzenegger displayed
an unambiguous sexuality which was masculine, virile and dominant. His

"exclusively almost aggressive heterosexual orientation was as carefully
promoted an aspect of his persona as was his physique" (Dutton,1995:145). For

example, through his displays of overt heterosexuality, Schwarzenegger
dispelled the myth that bodybuilders were homosexual. In the movie Pumping
Iron (1976), Schwarzenegger was shown carrying a nude woman on his back; in

other contexts, he was frequently surrounded by bikini clad women.
Like Schwarzenegger, whose body was often considered sexually

appealing (Dutton,1995), some of the respondents experienced a heightened
sense of heterosexual desire through the construction of a muscular physique.
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Respondent #5 believed that muscularity improved his social success with

women: he felt more attractive as a bodybuilder compared to when he was

really "small and skinny in high school". Because muscle building made him

look bigger, he "feels better about [him]self". Bodybuilding brought out his
more direct and open nature. He can "get girls" when he goes into bars.

Bodybuilding not only shaped the respondents' self-identities, but also
how they viewed the relationship between muscularity and normative

femininity; specifically, whether it was (in)appropriate for women to participate
in bodybuilding. Despite cultural changes regarding feminine beauty, the

respondents disliked extremely muscular female bodies. Their views, moreover,

were shaped by the taken-for-granted association of muscularity with the

'natural'. Masculinity and femininity were treated as essential, mutually
exclusive categories, which corresponded with 'appropriate' gender practices.
4.1.2 Femininity and Female Bodybuilding

There were contradictions in the respondents' views on whether women

should become bodybuilders. The majority (88%/n=17) thought that women
should become bodybuilders if they want, but all (100%) said too much

muscularity on women was unattractive: "on a man sure, on a woman no"

(respondent #12). Extreme muscularity on women was considered to be a "tum

off" (respondent #17), because "it's not feminine; it's masculine; they don't look

like women should. It's not natural; it's sickening" (respondent #12). "Women

should stay women" (respondent #17); "that layer of fat that separates women
from men is gorgeous" (respondent#2). The respondents drew an unambiguous
line between masculine and feminine beauty; gender was considered a mutually
exclusive category with correspondingly appropriate bodily forms for men and

women.

The respondents' (n=17) views on female bodybuilding affirmed

Schulze's (1990:59) argument that "muscular women threatened socially
constructed definitions of femininity and masculinity, and the system of sexual
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difference thereby creating conflict, anxiety and ambiguity". Female

bodybuilders potentially re-defined traditional notions of feminine beauty,
specifically a soft, frail, unmuscular, curvaceous body. But the re-definition of

femininity was circumscribed by proponents of the health and fitness industry,
who drew female bodybuilders "back from a position outside dominant limits

into a more acceptable space ... [they are] positioned in a normative regimen"
(Schulze,1990:60). The fitness phenomenon shifted the definition of the 'ideal

female body' towards more muscularity. Unlike the 1950s feminine ideal which

was large bosomed and round-hipped, or the 1960s thin and frail body of

Twiggy, the current ideal female body possessed more muscle mass and

definition; it "is taut, toned and coming on strong" (Schulze,1990:60). Female

bodybuilders were judged and positioned against this feminine ideal. With a

little effort therefore, "the female bodybuilder can be contextualized in familiar

discursive and representational space" (Schulze,1990:60). Muscle was rephrased
as

I flex appeal' or
I

sexy muscularity' thereby securing the woman's

heterosexuality and heterosexual desirability.
Likewise, most of the respondents stated their preference for cultural

ideals of feminine beauty. Although two preferred the 36-24-36 traditional hour

glass figure, the majority (59%/n=17) preferred the 'aerobic girl' look--hard,
toned, somewhat muscular and in great physical shape--"the Sharon Stone kind

of body" (respondent #15). Their preference for women with firm, toned bodies

may be due to two factors: first this female body represented the latest fashion in
women's beauty; and second, "it adopts--not subverts--masculine values of self

control, determination and emotional restraint" (Bordo 1993:171). Bordo (1993)

argued that firm, slender female bodies were being co-opted into the dominant

masculinist virtues of self-restraint and self-mastery. In addition, the 'aerobic

girl' image did not threaten the ideology of gender difference and masculine

domination of physical strength (Mason,1992); rather she occupied the neutral

space between the traditional soft, frail, maternal; feminine figure and the

robust, muscular, mannish woman.
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In conclusion, the respondents espoused different beauty standards for

men and women; masculine aesthetics were defined in contrast with those of

femininity thereby reinforcing traditional gender beauty ideals. Muscularity
enhanced men's and undermined women's gender identity. What had not been

examined yet was how muscular aesthetics were produced; specifically through
weight training, which was the material practice by which the muscular body
was constructed.

4.2 TheWeight Training Regimen: Introduction

Most respondents proudly embodied muscularity; they extolled the

masculine virtues of discipline and male attractiveness promised through

systematic weight training. Similarly, through his experiences of muscular

embodiment, Fussell (1991) argued that muscle-building could give its owners a

sense of agency even though it can damage the body.
One of the attractions of bodybuilding was the "heroization of daily life"

(Featherstone,1992:160), through which the mundane aspects of existence such as

nutrition, training and emotional!social relationships were transformed "into

something to be tamed, resisted or denied, something to be subjugated in the

pursuit of a higher purpose" (Featherstone,1992:160). Bodybuilding transformed

life into a series of tests ofwillpower and skill throughwhich a transcendent self

may have been constructed. For example, the respondents experienced greater

pride and satisfaction due to bodybuilding: the majority (65%/n=17) said it

increased their self-esteem by enabling them to overcome depression,
helplessness and self-criticism. Bodybuilding was also associated with increased

self-confidence (41%), self-discipline (18%) and self-image (12%). Respondent #3
felt more attractive and sexually competent due to bodybuilding; and

respondent #5 channeled his frustrations and anxieties into bodybuilding.
This process of heroization was also a masculinizing process since the

"heroic moral is the manly moral par excellence, extolling the masculine virtues of

sacrifice, distinction, discipline, self-denial, self-restraint and commitment to a
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cause" (Featherstone,1992:174), in contrast to the feminine values of passivity,
emotional connectedness, empathy and vulnerability. By circumscribing the

depth of an individual's world and reducing it to the management of their

muscled being, bodybuilding transformed the body into the means of acting

decisively in society. Respondent #15 argued that the discipline, commitment
and perseverance learned through bodybuilding enabled him to confront and

overcome difficulties in other areas of life including school and employment.
Gaining an understanding of the heroic dimensions of bodybuilding--the

daily grind of workouts and its accompanying pleasures--required an

examination of the modes of weight training (free weight versus machines); the

movements undertaken (sets and reps); and bodily experiences (sweating and

pain), which resulted from intensive exercising.
4.2.1 The Work-out

In order to illustrate the grueling, monotonous but physically and

emotionally taxing aspect of boxing, Wacquant (1995b) identified the ideal of

'sacrifice' as important to boxer's occupational belief systems. The concept of

sacrifice included a world vision in which one must pay with their body for

everything they get. Sacrifice was tantamount to a form of secular bodily
asceticism, specifically "the methodical and rational subjection of individual

impulse and desire to the pursuit of pugilistic excellence through unrelenting
systematic bodywork" (Wacquant,1995b:76). Similarly, rituals of restraint

contained in training and dieting subordinated the respondents' bodies to and

re-organized their daily lives around the achievement of an ideal masculine

physique.
Like boxers, the bodybuilder'S physique must be subjugated and

methodically developed through discipline, commitment, hard work and the

regulation of dietary intake. For example, the respondents (n=17) considered

strict nutritional regimens vital for the elimination of fat and the development of

lean, hard muscular bodies. The majority (76%/n=17) said they were very
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health conscious: their diet consisted of high protein, high carbohydrate and low
fat foods. A typical diet involved limited amounts of red meat, skinless broiled

chicken, fish, pasta, low fat milk, vegetables, fruit and egg whites (egg yolks
contained too much fat) and some protein supplements for building greater

muscle mass faster.

This sense of discipline and cautious commitment was also apparent in

the techniques used to bodybuild. Aycock (1992:348) argued that 'motions' were

a highly significant aspect ofweight training because "they represented behavior
which expressed certain ideas and values such as the importance of systematic,
hard work to successful bodybuilding". Furthermore, motions "constitutes the

individual lifter apparently stripped of all but anatomical essentials, the

discipline of weight training laid bare upon the dissecting table for examination

and assessment" (Aycock,1992:348). The only relationship was that between the

bodybuilder and the imposition of his will upon the weights.
The bodybuilder's motions were typically divided according to the type

of exercise equipment being used, specifically machines which operated by
pulleys that defined and limited the weight lifter's movements, and free weights
that did not. Machines were considered less dangerous, especially when heavy
weights were being used; their main disadvantage was that they isolated

muscles so completely that the training value that might otherwise have been

diffused over the entire body, was lost (Aycock,1992:348). Free weights were

considered to be more dangerous since the user could lose their balance and lose

control of the weights, especially when heavy weights were being used, thereby
risking bodily injuries. Free weights were however more flexible than machines

since one must stabilize the weights and more body involvement was needed to

move the weights. Thus, because of the greater skill said to be involved in the

use of free weights, and the user's greater ability to present himself as a

competent athlete, serious bodybuilders tended to denigrate machines and

praised barbells and dumbbells for heavier, more complex work-outs.
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The respondents chose that mode of exercise which they believed would
ensure successful bodywork. Those using free weights exclusively (38%/n=16),
chose this mode because they forced muscles to work harder and achieve better

coordination, and build greater muscle mass. By choosing which and how

intensely to exercise each muscle, the respondents had some control of their

body size and shape. They believed such control brought them nearer to the

cultural ideal of hypermasculinity. However, the belief in the superiority of free

weights was tempered by the reality of modem fitness centers, which provided
machines that simulated free weights but were much safer. For example, leg
press machines, power-cages, vertical bench-press machines and squatting
machines, provided minimal mechanical support to prevent the loss of control,

and permitted the extensive loading of weights to simulate free weights
(Aycock,1992). While the respondents generally preferred free weights, they

agreed machines were better for isolating and toning the muscles, which was

central to successful bodybuilding.
Another division of movements employing either free weights or

machines was between sets and repetitions or 'reps' (Aycock,1992:348). A set

was an uninterrupted, rhythmic sequence of movements performed to exercise

particular muscle groups, while a rep was the number of times that a motion

was repeated within a single set. A total workout may have included a range of

different kinds of sets that targeted one or more muscle groups from different

angles, with the goal of increasing the work accomplished and improving one's

training. Muscle magazines such as Flex highlighted the way in which

professional bodybuilders used complex combinations of set/ reps to work their

'traps' (trapezius), 'abs' (abdominals), 'delts' (deltoids), 'pees' (pectoralis), 'lats'

(latismus dorsi) and 'gluts' (gluteus maximus) in order to achieve the ideal

mesomorphic form.

There was considerable variation in the number of sets and rep performed
in a work-out; therefore I was not able to provide an average. The number of

sets and reps performed generally depended upon two factors: first the muscle
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group being exercised. For example, respondent #11 said that because the chest,

back and legs were larger muscles than the biceps and triceps, they needed to be

worked harder. Second, whether it was a 'light' or a 'heavy' exercise day in

which the purpose of exercising and the amount of weight used differed. The

purposes of a light day and a heavy day were toning and building muscle mass,

respectively. Respondent #17 performed 5 sets and 10 to 15 reps on a light day
and on a heavy day when he wanted to build more muscle mass, he performed 3

sets involving the use of heavier weights and fewer reps.

Training manuals written by experienced bodybuilders such as Arnold

Schwarzenegger or the bodybuilding entrepreneur, Joe Weider, advised novice

weight trainers that there was a correct way to exercise and thus avoid injuries.

Bodybuilders watched themselves in the mirror not only to enjoy the flexing, but
to ensure that they were 'getting it right'. Some of the respondents claimed to

successfully practice the 'Arnold [Schwarzenegger] visualization principle' in

which they envisioned their muscles getting bigger, and in fact their muscles

were growing. The bodybuilders wanted to carry that image of muscle growth,
which provided a sense of power and control, into the world beyond them

(Aycock,1992:349).
An interesting feature of the interviews was that the respondents did not

privilege sweating, which was commonly associated with strenuous work and

exhaustion. The moralistic relationship between sweating and hard work was

evident in the adages, 'By the sweat of my brow, I shall complete this task' or, 'I

poured blood and sweat into this project'. Such views treated sweating as a

precursor to success in any endeavor. The respondents, however, appeared to

have satisfactory workouts without perspiring or exhibiting fatigue. An

exception was respondent #7 who said that sweating was a "cleansing process"
which freed him of bodily pollutants, similar to the native sweat lodge
ceremonies in which the participants sweated thereby spiritually cleansing
themselves.
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In contrast to the relative insignificance of sweating, pain occupied a high
position in bodily sensations that accompany weight training. Pain involved the

subordination of the body to regimental discipline, thereby allowing the

bodybuilders to make progress in their training. The respondents agreed that

pain was necessary for building and maintaining a 'ripped' muscular body.
'Ripped' was bodybuilding jargon for extreme muscular definition obtainable

through possible steroid use, minimum body fat levels and long, strenuous

workouts. Pain also inspired some of the respondents to lift weights even

harder, surpass personal thresholds and become successful bodybuilders.
The respondents' comments revealed how pain was subtly transformed

into desire, for example although 88 percent (n=16) experienced bodily
discomforts ranging from nausea, muscle soreness, muscle and tendon injuries,
headaches, fainting, stomach cramps, vomiting and hemorrhoids, particularly
when using extremely heavy weights, 82 percent (n=16) felt that pain was

necessary to become a successful bodybuilder--'no pain, no gain'. While the

respondents identified bodily discomforts such as fainting and muscle injuries as

'bad pain' due to their unpleasurable qualities, they liked, desired and sought
out the burn, a stimulating reaction that the respondents considered vital to

successful bodybuilding. Physically, the burn--a "good pain" that "feels like a

hot towel wrapped around the muscle" (respondent #4) and made "your whole

body glow, as if you're the sole source of illumination in a dark world"

(Fussell,1991:80)--resulted when the muscles were exhausted from being
exercised to their maximum capacity. Psychologically, the bum was described

as a rush, euphoric, stimulating, intensely desirable and invoking feelings of

power and strength.
The importance of the burn was revealed in Arnold Schwarzenegger's

enthusiastic comparison of the pump, which arose after the burn and was

intensely desired and appreciated by bodybuilders, to the male sexual orgasm.
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The greatest feeling you can get in the gym or the most satisfying feeling
you can get in the gym is the pump. Let's say you train your biceps: blood is

rushing into your muscles and that's what we call the 'pump'. Your muscles get
a really tight feeling, like your skin is going to explode any minute. You know
it's really tight like somebody is blowing air into your muscles. It just blows up
and it feels different, it feels fantastic. It's as satisfying to me as coming is, you
know, as having sex with a woman and coming. So can you believe how much
I'm in heaven. I'm like getting the feeling of coming in the gym, I'm getting a

feeling of coming at home, I'm getting a feeling of coming backstage when I

pump up, when I bow in front of five thousand people, I get the same feeling--so
I'm coming day and night, I mean that's terrific, right? So I'm in heaven (Cited
in Wacquant,1995b:176).

Similarly, two respondents (n=16) described the burn in terms

reminiscent of sexual orgasms. Respondent #1 described the burn as an

intense sensation in which you're only conscious of that feeling in the
muscle and nothing else That's the only thing that exists in your mind for that
brief moment in time There are a sort of range of sensations that one

experiences, but they're all sort of similar. The burn however is different from
other sorts of sensations ...when one has done it a lot .. .it's overwhelming.

The bum could best be achieved by using light rather than heavy weights since

the former "allow one to contract a muscle much harder You can get inside the

muscle and there's ways of moving it ...and pushing it to produce an intense

sensation ... .I always seek to have amore intense sensation of the muscle".

Like 5chwarzenegger, the respondent accounted for both lithe experiential
pleasure of the exercise process and its dominance of bodybuilders' psyche as a

state of semi-erotic arousal which can be produced at will and constantly
renewed" (Dutton,1995:277). The burn became a self-sustaining experience: no

longer an incidental by-product of muscular exercise, it became the goal of
exercise itself. Pleasure and pain did not exist in tension, but were

indistinguishable. Bodybuilding may have been "self-indulgence as a form of

self-discipline" (Dutton,1995:277).
In summary, weight training was the material practice by which the

muscular body was constructed. Moreover, because weight training produced
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pain, fatigue, rejuvenation and sexual gratification, it brought the respondents
closer to the dominant discourses of masculinity. Weight training embodied the

ideology of the Protestant Work Ethic, specifically the sublimation of desire and

the pain of hard work were transformed into a pleasurable experience.
This masculinist practice, however, was not unique to bodybuilding. I

compared the bodybuilders' interpretations of masculinity with a group of

football and track and field athletes; the objective was to determine if and how

the athletes' and bodybuilders' views on masculinity and weight trained

differed. I found that despite some differences, the football and bodybuilding
respondents shared a hypermasculine identity. "They are cultures of

hyperbole...which exploit excess" (Klein,1993:3). Their bodies and attitudes

generally represented the extreme end of the masculinity continuum. The track

and field athletes' views were more gender neutral; they were atypical in

comparison to the bodybuilding respondents. Most were physically smaller and

less muscular, and more soft spoken than the bodybuilders. Unlike

bodybuilders, weight training was a marginal activity in track and field athletes'

training'. They did not lift weights to gain maximum body size, physical
prowess and aesthetics; rather they wanted increased strength, endurance and

speed for racing. Most were middle-long distance runners (400, 1500 and the

3000 metre events), and did not require extreme muscle mass and size s. Only
one respondent, a sprinter, weight trained intensely to develop the power and

lightning speed needed for short-distance running (60 to 300 metres).
The respondents' peripheral relationship to weight training limited the

usefulness of the interview questionnaire. The questions did not tap into their

experiences of track and field. At best, the research results provided an

interesting contrast with that obtained from the bodybuilders. The respondents'
sense of masculinity was shaped by factor(s) other than muscle building. They
seemed to place greater value on the possession of superior racing skills and

smaller, leaner, unmuscular bodies.
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The first difference between the athletes and the bodybuilding
respondents was their orientation to sport. Unlike the majority (94%/n=17) of

bodybuilders, most (90%/n=10;100%/n=8) of the football and track and field

respondents participated in competitive sport. Unlike the track and field

athletes, the football respondents possessed a highly competitive spirit: most

participated in the 1994 Vanier Cup (VC) championship. They said that the VC

was exciting and stimulating, and it inspired pride and confidence in its

participants. Two respondents felt like "stars" who had "reached the big time"

(respondents #6 and 10). In addition, through its need for toughness and "heart

and soul" (respondent #7), the VC reinforced camaraderie amongst the whole

team (respondent #2).
'Team effort' was a highly prized aspect of football. Most of the

respondents felt team effort inspired male bonding amongst its players.

Respondent #9 said this socializing, moral support and friendship produced a

better football team. Half (SO%/n=10) argued that football builds character

through its emphasis on discipline, hard work, determination, assertiveness, and

the ability to learn good sportsmanship. Such views represented a secularized

version of nineteenth century muscular Christianity in which team sport
reflected moral righteousness and strength among men.

Unlike some of the bodybuilding respondents, neither the football or

track and field respondents used steroids. The health risks associated with

steroids (muscle tissue deterioration and sterilization) outweighed the benefits.

Like the anti-steroid bodybuilders, the respondents typically felt performance
enhancing drugs violated the Protestant Work Ethic. Steroids were a cop-out
from hard work and practice. "Using steroids is like cheating--I don't respect
people who cheat and I don't respect people who use steroids" (respondent #3).

They also feared and respected the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union's

(CIAU) punitive sanctions against steroid use.

The majority (80%/n=10;70%/n=8) of the football and track and field

respondents argued bodybuilding was not a sport. Unlike mainstream athletics,
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which had objective criteria for determining the best athletes, bodybuilding
competitions were subjectively judged--bodybuilders were being evaluated on

the basis of their physical beauty, and a common opinion among the

respondents was that 'beauty was in the eye of the beholder'. In their view,

bodybuilding did not require special skills and techniques; the discipline and

hard work involved in bodybuilding was "all for naught...it would be better put
to use in a sport such as football" (track & field respondent #6).

The majority (90%/n=10; 100%/n=8) of football and track and field

respondents could not imagine becoming bodybuilders. The most commonly
cited reasons were the alleged overuse of steroids within bodybuilding; and the

unattractiveness of bodybuilders' extreme size and muscularity. Although they

appreciated its disciplined, grueling training routines, bodybuilding was

considered non-functional. For example, track and field respondent #1

sarcastically stated: "I suppose the ability to pick a car up and tum it around

while a friend changes a flat tire is good, but there's also mechanics who can do

that sort of thing".
The football respondents were particularly critical of bodybuilding.

Bodybuilders were shunned because their preoccupation with constructing an

attractive physique, particularly through dieting, was 'feminine' or 'sissy-like'
(Klein,1993). Due to its feminine dimensions including shaving, tanning and

choreographed posing routines, competitive bodybuilding was derisively
referred to as an elaborate beauty contest. Football respondent #7 stated

I never want to get on stage and pose in those bikini briefs. You look

good already--you don't need to do bodybuilding. You can have a macho

physique without going the extra mile; ...bodybuilders take it too far. The

shaving, dieting, etc., is freakish. Bodybuilders are a little weird; ...they're too

extreme regarding dieting and tanning. Their muscles are too big; they're
muscles are not functional; ...they have no real purpose ... .I find it shocking to see

really big bodybuilders.

The respondents' reference to the effeminate nature of bodybuilding
revealed an undercurrent of homophobia, which Klein (1993:218) defined as "a
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wide-ranging set of attitudes held by heterosexuals in which fear and

deprecation are visited upon anything or anybody connected with

homosexuality". These negative attitudes legislated what was (un)acceptable
and could (not) be incorporated into normative masculinity. For example,
femininity was the main identifying attribute to be avoided. Normative

masculinity was premised on "the equation of homosexuality with women's

effeminacy, and the repudiation of both" (Klein,1993:219).
This rejection of feminine attributes was also evident in the respondents'

appreciation of otherwise violent behavior. Unlike the bodybuilders, all the
football respondents (100%/n=10) liked aggressive bodily contact. They liked

hitting their opponents, which was described as an 'adrenaline pump', a 'rush',
and an 'emotional high'. Such emotions were potentially more intense when

associated with socially undesirable actions. For example, the love of hitting
was sometimes expressed in terms of doing what is normally illegal in a

confined legal space. "You get to go in and hit people and do things that you

would otherwise get thrown in jail for on the street" (respondent #1); "hitting is

just something that not many people get to do; ...you don't get to go around and

hit people in real life; ...at least on the field hitting is legally permissible"
(respondent #2). Football thus enabled the majority (80%/n=10) of the

respondents to vent their frustrations in a socially acceptable space. Respondent
#7 argued that "frustration and anger is replaced with the joy and happiness
derived from conquering and over-powering the opponent".

While respecting the above responses, I felt the love of hitting extended

beyond anger management. Although the respondents never said so, I proposed
that hitting was desirable because of its 'macho' connotation. Hitting, an

aggressive act, epitomized normative definitions of masculine strength and

bravery. The stereotypical 'tough guy' including the soldier, bar-room brawler

or football athlete, hit their enemies thereby showing who was in command.

Despite their differences, the football and bodybuilding respondents were

very similar. Like the bodybuilders, the majority (80%/n=10) of the football
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respondents said football increased their sense of masculinity, which was

associated with maximum bodily size, strength, toughness, aggression and

courage. Respondent #6 said that football could not help but enhance his sense

of masculinity since it is a completely male dominated sport. He felt a little bit

tougher as a football player.

I'm not really a tough guy off the playing surface. If I were to get into a

brawl with someone outside the football field, I would get a beating. But on the

playing surface I'm not afraid of anyone--I don't care how big or strong the other

players are. On the field no one is really trying to hurt you ....If you play well the
opponents will know it, they'll be intimidated and think about where you are at

all times. If a fight breaks out there's referees present to give penalties. There
will always be guys around to break up a fight. Football gives me the

opportunity to be a strong fearless man, something that would be hard to feel
and practice off the field.

Two respondents also said the elitist nature of football increased their

sense ofmasculinity. "Football players are admired on the university campus ... .I

feel proud and conspicuous as a man" (respondent #5). "We are slightly above

everyone else" (respondent #6). The ability to distinguish oneself from the

general population in terms of popularity and success, was a hallmark of

normativemasculinity.
Like the bodybuilding respondents, the football respondents described

the ideal male body as big, strong, lean and appealing to women. But although
the majority (60%/n=10) were happy with their body images, fat and size were

problematic issues. For example, despite being satisfied with his appearances,

respondent #6 stated that his scrawny legs impeded heterosexual desirability.
I always wanted bigger legs; .. .it's all a matter of sheer aesthetics. The

ideal body would make me feel more masculine. If I was the ideal body I
wouldn't be teased so much by the other guys; ...they would respect me more.

I'd get more adoration from the girls too. You have more opportunity to meet

girls if you have a good body. I'd feel a higher self-esteem because a good body
would be closer to the ideal self; ...everyone looks for an ideal self.
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Similarly, respondent #4 said that he has "too much fat here and there ...not

enough muscle. Having excess fat effects my appearance [because] I'm not so

toned. I'm kind of roly-poly in some spots". Fat and/or thin bodies were

associated with unattractiveness, weakness and thus inadequacy as men.

Like the bodybuilders, the respondents desire to be recognized as strong,
attractive men was sometimes affirmed through admiring gazes. The majority
(7S%/n=8) felt flattered when being looked at by either gender; the gaze

inspired feelings of accomplishment, personal appreciation for all the hard work
of training and pride in their appeal as men. Respondent #7 especially liked it

when men looked at him.

1 feel good if men look at me; ...1 feel big and strong. My pride is on the
line when men look at me. 1 need to look macho and tough. 1 worry more about

looking bad than looking good. If 1 don't look good then I don't look like a man.

Nonetheless, men's gazes were experienced as stressful for respondent #6,
who preferred only women's stares. "Women are less likely to judge me,

especially regarding my legs. They wouldn't judge my legs as much as men".

Men's potential disapproval created feelings of vulnerability in this respondent.
Like the bodybuilding respondents, respondents #6 and #7 experienced men's

gazes as more problematic than those of women. Other men critically shaped
these respondents' feelings ofmasculine adequacy and attractiveness.

Lastly, a most striking similarity between the football and bodybuilding
respondents was their disapproval of women's participation in non-traditional

sports. While the majority (63%/n=8) held a liberal view that women need only

possess the necessary skills and strength to play football, the majority (88%/n=8)
also felt being tackled by a woman would hurt their masculine ego. Physically
dominating women violated the assumption of masculine strength and

dominance/feminine frailty and submission. Moreover, the reversal of gender
roles became a public spectacle, which was generally experienced as humiliating
and emasculating.
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I'd be broken up if I couldn't dominate women; ...my pride would be hurt

badly. I would feel like a weenie if a woman tackled me; ... [moreover], I think
it's neat that football is an all male sport. This way I don't have to impress girls.
I can hang out with the guys; there's a bonding among men made possible.
Guys share more when women aren't around. Football is a nice place to get
away. We don't have to worry about being nice if women aren't around
(respondent #7).

Two respondents said women would negatively alter the "locker room"

milieu, which represented a homosocial environment free of social constraints

thereby reinforcing male bonding. "We couldn't be as close to women as to other

men football players" (respondent #3). Apart from not being able to "walk

around naked ... " (respondent #3), women would inhibit locker room banter.

Guys can be crude and vulgar in the locker room; ...this is unique. This
would be destroyed if we had to share locker rooms with women football

players. Being crude and vulgar is neat and fun. I get to be myself--I don't have
to look neat for women (respondent #7).

Their preference for exclusive male interaction revealed the homosocial

nature of sport. Miller (1990:78) argued that "sport allows men to watch and

dissect other men's bodies in fetishistic detail". It provided a legitimate space

within which men could gaze on and devour the male form without

homosexuality being either alleged or feared. The fetish of admiring
individuated body parts "gives a scientistic pleasure ...akin to the male orgasm,

in a way otherwise denied to men defining themselves as 'straight'"
(Miller,1990:78). Male athleticism performed a gate-keeping role in which the

athlete's gender identity was beyond doubt (Klein,1993:219). Rather than

conform to all masculine conventions, the athlete, who was the highest
embodiment of normative masculinity, could say and behave in certain ways

that other men cannot. For example, only male athletes were allowed to

embrace in public. Hugging and kissing was legitimized by its association with

successful combat and male camaraderie. Touching was condoned as "part of
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the action of the game" thereby producing a sanitized /Iethos of virility"
(Miller,1990:82). Sport was thus the privileged site of male homosocial

interaction.

Unlike the above respondents, the track and field athletes were not

noticeably committed to a hypermasculine identity. The interviews were mostly
uninformative except in the areas of masculinity, women's participation in track

and field and the gaze in which interesting data were gathered. Most significant
was the disjuncture between track and field and masculinity. With several

exceptions, the respondents thought track and field was a genderless sport,
which did not enhance their sense of masculinity. They did not define aspects of

track and field (activity, rigorous training and the display of physical skills and

strength) as masculine. Apparently, physical activity was not a primary factor in
their definition of masculinity. Correspondingly, they accepted women's

participation in track and field. They felt track and field was acceptable for both

men and women, and no one event was most appropriate for women.

In addition, respondents were generally unimpressed with men's and

women's gazes. Although some acknowledged feeling flattered by women's

gazes, their response seemed more obligatory than genuine. Perhaps the

respondents felt it 'appropriate' to be flattered by women's gazes. Interestingly,
the team member's approving gazes and compliments were often more

important; peer recognition validated their competence as athletes. Nor did the

respondents gaze at their own bodies; they did not appear concerned with

appearances, or the achievement of an aesthetically pleasing muscular body. In

fact, all the respondents except one who used to bodybuild, had difficulty
appreciating the concept of masculine aesthetics. Most felt bodybuilders' large
size and extreme muscularity was ungainly and unattractive.

In conclusion, neither sport or masculinity were homogenous constructs.

The track and field athletes did not embrace hypermasculinity and its reverence

of male physicality. This could partially be due to the nature of their athletic

events. In contrast to long-distance runners, those who participated in throwing
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events (shot-put, javelin and discus) and necessarily weight trained a great deal,

may have possessed a masculine identity akin to that of bodybuilders; 'throwers'

may have placed more value on muscle size and strength. The respondents'
indifference to weight training may also have been due to class status. Perhaps

they belonged to the upper-middle class, whose traditional definition of

masculinity did not include physical strength. Such a possibility could be the

subject of future research on gender and the physical body.
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Endnotes

1. The respondents' disdain for aerobic exercise may have masked their fear of

being associated with conventionally feminine practices. The contemporary
aerobics fad typically featured women who desired to lose weight and fit into
the smallest sized clothes possible.

2. Men's moreso than women's gazes were associated with personal
accomplishments: 41 percent of the respondents felt accomplished when being
gazed at by men; 18 percent when being gazed at by women. Dutton (1995)
argued the greater reliance on male spectators' approval reflected the fact that it
was primarily men who socially controlled other men. Heterosexual men

competed with other men "in order to assert their maleness, or reassure

themselves of their masculine identity" (Dutton,1995:235). The 'arbiters' of what
it took to be a successful man were other men.

3. Homoerotic was defined as men's physical desire for other men. Homosocial
was defined by some men's preference for male friendships. These terms did not

necessarily imply homosexuality.

4. Nevertheless, the track and field athletes trained rigorously--they participated
in running practices for approximately three hours per day, six days per week
and they kept a journal of their progress or the lack thereof.

5. The respondents were unenthusiastic about weight training regimens.
Although the number of years weight trained ranged from 1 to 15, with a

median of 2.5, there was no definitive statement regarding the hours per week or
the amount of weight lifted.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary of Findings
The body is our most immediate means of transaction with the world.

Though seemingly no more than an external surface, "it is not semantically
neutral but rich in possibilities of imaginative interpretation" (Dutton,1995:368).
There is an intimate link between the physical body and the social body

(Douglas,1966;1982); therefore, the human body can be understood only in the

context of the social construction of reality. The body may be a means of social

expression or performance by which our identity and values are created, tested

and validated (Douglas,1966;1982; Turner,1984;1992). The body represents "the

diversionary exercise of human potential; it has the capacity to evoke a sense of

inventive and productive fascination" (Dutton,1995:366). The optimization of

physical endowment can be a source of curiosity and a celebration of the

potential capacity of our bodies.
This thesis focused upon one facet of the body as a metaphor. It took as

its subject, bodybuilding or the body as presented and interpreted in terms of its

muscular development. At the close of the twentieth century, the muscular male

body is the subject of increasing discussion and analysis which reflects its

heightened visibility in Western society. As one element of the contemporary

critique ofmasculinity, lithe male body is perhaps most symbolically identifiable

by visual images of hypermasculinity in which muscularity represents
normative values including strength, power, physical desirability and self

assurance" (Dutton,1995:370).
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The importance of bodybuilding as a cultural practice can be understood

by reference to Roland Barthes' (1972) semiological analysis of professional
wrestling, a phenomenon which was situated on the borderline between sport
and popular entertainment. Barthes argued that wrestling, a public spectacle,
consisted of a system of signs which could only be understood if we knew how

to read the particular code on which it was based. The wrestler's physique was

a sign: his attitudes, mimicry and costumes revealed the content of his role. For

example, an obese and sagging body may have represented baseness and

ignobility. Through the "exploitation of a sequence of exaggerated gestures the

wrestler portrays normative moral principles" (Barthes,1972:22), particularly, the

concept of 'Justice'. The audience wanted the morally righteous wrestler(s) to

'give it to' the immoral wrestler(s). Thus, wrestling was exactly what the public
expected of it: "wrestlers, who are very experienced, know perfectly how to

direct the spontaneous episode of the fight so as to make them conform to the

image which the public has of the great legendary themes of its mythology"
(Barthes,1972:26).

Bodybuilding may also be a spectacle. Through the possession of an

extreme degree ofmuscularity, "the developed male body contains an internally
consistent 'code' of bodily presentation within which the ritualized signs"
including self-control, virility, strength and dominance "become intelligible"
(Dutton,1995:195). The bodybuilder's exaggerated muscularity becomes the

context of the display; his muscularity dominates or even excludes other visual

messages such as passivity and vulnerability. Moreover, "the messages being
conveyed by muscularity are meaningful only because they are as much a

cultural construct as a physical object: muscularity embodies the whole cultural

baggage of masculine perfectibility, and it gives shape to [men's] fantasies and

aspirations" (Dutton,1995:191). At its most elemental level, muscularity

represents the fulfillment of some men's desire to find meaning in their physical
existence and embody the normative images of masculinity in Western society,
which are popularized by films featuring muscular heroes including Arnold
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Schwarzenneger and Sylvester Stallone, comic books and children's toys, which

appeal to many boys of all ages. For some, bodybuilding may also be a means to

overcome physical or social deficits, the construction of a masculine aesthetic,

and a chance to enjoy the physical experiences of muscular exertion and

development.
My study employed a phenomenological approach to investigate men's

lived experiences of bodybuilding. This analytical approach offered some

advantages in comparison to strategies used by Foucault (1979;1990a) and

Turner (1984;1992), who provided accounts of the body in society, but gave
theoretical primacy to social structural imperatives, thus excluding the desires,

conflicts and contradictions experienced by people in their daily lives. Similarly,
Frank (1991) tried to provide a micro-sociological analysis of the action problems
faced by the body in consumer culture, yet his theory was premised upon

abstract body typologies which did not necessarily represent the lived

experiences of real human bodies. Lastly, none of the scholars recognized

masculinity as a gendered process: they treated gender as though it applied
exclusively to femininity and women's lives. Their neglect implied that

masculinity was a simple, homogenous phenomena, which all men experienced
unproblematically.

This view was at odds with my study, which tried to determine why men

bodybuild, how their goals were fulfilled through weight training and whether

bodywork enhanced their masculinity. In short, I was interested in how

patriarchal values shaped men's bodies, and what tensions (personal!cultural),
if any, the respondents subsequently experienced. I found subtle variations in

the respondents' views of the relationship between bodybuilding and

masculinity. While muscularity shaped all the bodybuilders' identities, their
definitions of masculinity emphasized different values including aesthetics,

strength, dominance and emotional receptiveness. In light of these findings,
Connell's (1987) concept of hegemonic masculinity needs to be refined.

Hegemonic masculinity is not a rigid, static, monolithic entity; rather it is a
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dynamic, fluid process. My study revealed that although the respondents
conformed to hegemonic masculinity, their opinions varied in intensity. For

example, some disdained while others were more willing to accept female

bodybuilding.
In addition, sport is not a homogenous construct: critics of sport including

Kidd (1987) and Messner (1992a&b) presented sport as a monolithic institution

which reproduced masculinity in a straightforward, universal fashion.

However, my comparative analysis of the bodybuilders' and football and track

and field athletes' views on masculinity and weight training revealed a more

complex relationship between sport and men's gender identity. The

bodybuilding and football respondents shared a hypermasculine image

premised upon physical size, prowess and self-control. In contrast, the track and

field athletes were generally indifferent to weight training, which never affected

their masculine identity in any noticeable respect.
A major point of contention between the respondents concerned the

definition of sport. Forty-four percent of the bodybuilders (n=17) felt that

bodybuilding was a sport since it required self-discipline and relentless,

systematic exercising. In contrast, the majority of the football (80%/n=10) and

track and field respondents (88%/n=8) argued that bodybuilding was too

subjective to qualify as a sport. Unlike sport, bodybuilding lacked objective
criteria by which to evaluate the 'best body'; the body of bodybuilders was

described as a vain, ostentatious preoccupation. Bodybuilding was denounced

as an elaborate beauty contest, which did not necessitate personal endurance and
athletic skills; bodybuilder's trained to improve their appearance, not their

physical and psychological potentials as team players. ·Based upon these

responses to bodybuilding, we can conclude that different images of masculinity
are informed by different sports; men's conformity to the dominant definition of

masculinity depends among other things, on their views of gender appropriate
behavior and the characteristics of the sport inwhich they participate.
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5.2 Directions for Future Research

One of the strengths of this study is that the in-depth interviews provided
enriched narratives with respect to men's understanding of desire, masculinity
and bodybuilding. Perhaps because the sample size was small, the interviews

elicited a rather homogenous set of views and values. There are a number of

important issues, however, which need to be addressed in order to more fully
analyze the relationship between bodybuilding and masculinities. The

following discussion addresses some limitations of this study and suggests areas

for future research.

First, future research should analyze how men's attitudes to bodybuilding
are affected by their class and sexual orientation, and by changing cultural

definitions of fitness and body ideals. Men's (dis)approval of bodybuilding is

affected by their class position: historically, middle-upper class men often

denounced bodybuilding, preferring instead to emphasize educational or

occupational accomplishments as markers of social status (Klein,1993).

Interestingly, this attitude is changing as evidenced by the increasing numbers of

middle-class men who work-out regularly (cardiovascular and weight training
exercises) in fitness centers. Reclaiming the physical body is important in

Western society where "the growth of technology and increasingly sedentary

lifestyles have both reduced the need for physical effort and paradoxically,
increased the popularity of physical exercise" (Dutton,1995:369). Images of

success in a competitive society are associated with youth, vitality and fitness.

These factors along with the fear of aging and the increased medical attention to

heart disease and stress-related illnesses among men, have led to a burgeoning
in the health and fitness industry.

Muscularity has become important to segments of the gay sub-culture,

which have been instrumental in re-defining masculinity and popularizing
bodybuilding. Gay men appear to use bodybuilding for at least two reasons: to

create an aesthetics of gay culture which is youth-oriented; and to construct a
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sexualized gay body which is embedded in normative masculine discourses.

Gay men may use the same vehicle (bodybuilding) as heterosexual men to

produce a gay affirmative masculinity. In addition, "the homosexual interest in

the cultivation of the male body has affected the popular portrayal of muscular
men as desirable sex objects and has provided an erotic pictorial language
previously restricted to portrayals of women" (Dutton,1995:270).

Simultaneously, the recognition of gays as consumers has broadened the

language of implicit sexual appeal woven into commercial images. Homoerotic

images of muscular male athletes are a common theme in the fashion industry;
for example, Calvin Klein's advertisements use "the semiotic power of

muscularity to attract consumers" (Pronger,1990:Fig.21-23).
A study of the relationship between bodybuilding, class and sexual

orientation would likely suggest that the body is not a singular, uniform entity;
rather it is created by those involved in bodywork practices. Regardless of social

strata, each society has a code of social presentation of the body: from tattooing
to participation in a motor-bike gang or bodybuilding, symbolic messages of a

sexual, gendered or occupational nature can be read in the signs presented on

the surface of the body. Whatever the individual form taken, "the decoration of

the body reflects a person's status in the cultural system" (Dutton,1995:170).
These cultural values have also produced an unhealthy relationship

between gender and body obsessiveness, as evident in anorexia nervosa and

bodybuilding. Like those women who desire to embody popular images of

feminine hyperslenderenss, some male bodybuilders go to dangerous lengths
(steroid abuse and compulsive exercising) to achieve the masculine ideal of

hypermuscularity promoted in society. The similarities between bodybuilding
and anorexia nervosa reveal that there are illnesses associated with crises of

masculinity as well as femininity. Bodybuilding is a response to changing

gender relations in Western society in which men are compelled to redefine

masculinity given recent advances in women's and minority groups' rights.
Therefore, bodybuilding represents one of the latest means by which masculinity
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is being re-negotiated (White & Gillet,1994). Through muscle-building, the

respondents recognized themselves as subjects of desire, "bringing into play a

relationship with the self that reveals the truth of their being" (Foucault,1990b:5).

Through its promise of greater physical and psychological self-control, and

aesthetic value, bodybuilding enabled the respondents to construct a superior
self-identity that was premised upon Western cultural ideals of

hypermasculinity including power, domination, sexual attractiveness and

hedonistic self-absorption (Dutton,1995;White & Gillet,1992;1994).
Future research is needed to explore the multiplicity of meanings

contained in the muscular male body, of which the bodybuilder represents one

sign. Richard Dyer (1988:206) argued that bodybuilding symbolizes phallic
power, dominance and violence: "[t]he clenched fists, the bulging muscles, the

hardened jaws, the proliferation of phallic symbols--they are all straining
after ...the embodiment of the phallic mystique". Although Dyer's analysis

provides an important insight into much of the muscular imagery presented in

the media, it is doubtful whether the deconstruction of such images strictly in
terms of power and violence is fully representative of the various forms in which

the male body is presented. "The attenuation of the hypermasculine image by a

number of contradictory signs including vulnerability, passivity and eroticism,

conflicts with the notion of untrammeled masculine dominance and sexual

aggressivity" (Dutton,1995:340).
Distinctions between the bodybuilder and other muscular men underline

the different contextual signs contained in modes of muscular display. For

example, athletes differ in their relationship to muscularity. While the muscular

body and its association with masculine values including aesthetics, strength
and authority, was the end product of the bodybuilders' systematic hard work,

track and field athletes appeared to be transcending their bodies, which were a

vehicle for the production of maximum speed and agility. Building huge, bulky
muscles may have impeded their running abilities and consequently, their vision

of athletic, masculinist success.
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White's and Gillet's (1994) argument that bodybuilding magazines depict
their male models as disengaged (looking away from or beyond the camera)
from the viewer thereby re-affirming the dominant masculine sexuality, "does
not apply to the overt display of muscular machismo often found in the male

stripper's routine in which the female viewer's gaze is met by an unambiguously
inviting smile and bodily gestures to match" (Dutton,1995:341). Not every

portrayal of the muscular male body implies violence and domination; a

languid, relaxed pose contradicts the symbolism of phallic power reflected in

taut, contracted muscles. Moreover, the increasingly common depiction of a

single part of the male body, such as their bottoms or thighs, a style of

representation already familiar in images of women, serves to undermine the

stereotype of masculine dominance. The depiction of masculine passivity or

vulnerability suggests the identification of masculinity with femininity; "it

shows men being worked on rather than working" (Weber,1991. Cited in

Dutton,1995:341).
There is room for further research on men's responses to different

constructions of muscularity within popular culture, How do men negotiate a

space between their masculine identity and cultural interpretations of

muscularity? Do they feel they are being coopted into, or are they resisting
mainstream images of masculinity? Researchers should attempt to resolve this

conflict by theorizing institutional views and individual men's accounts of the

relationship between muscularity and male gender identity.
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APPENDIX A

Bodybuilding Consent Form

Name of the Researcher:

Title:

Objectives and Procedures: The purpose of this study is to examine how

bodybuilding shapes men's presentation of self, particularly their sense of
masculinity. The positive and negative effects of men's preoccupation
with their body-images and their subsequent participation in

bodybuilding will also be analyzed.
Through a personal interview, based on a series of questions

including background information including: age, ethnicity, education,
employment status and bodily characteristics such as weight and height;
orienation (competitive or non-competitive) toward the sport; body-self
relations; reasons for bodybuilding; nutritional concerns; and training
regimens, the researcher will record your experiences of bodybuilding
practices.

After the interview, there will be a debriefing period wherein you
will be asked if you have any questions pertaining to the study and, if you
want to be informed of the research results. Lastly, you will be advised of
any new information that may effect your decision to continue in the

study.

Possible benefits of the study: Increase our understanding of a little
known topic.

Possible risks of the study: Respondents may disclose information

pertaining to the buying and/or selling of steroids, which are a legally
banned substance. Therefore, it is important that you, the respondent, be
aware that the data from this study could be subpoenaed in an

investigation of the prescription or use of such drugs, and that evidence

might be incriminating against you.

I, -------------, have read the above description and agree to

participate in this study. The procedure has been explained to me by ----
-------- and I understand it.

I understand that I am free to withdraw from this study at any time
and that my identity will be kept confidential. I understand that my
name will never appear in this thesis. In order to protect my
confidentiality the taped interview will contain an identifying number

and, upon completion of the thesis the tape will be deleted.
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If you have any questions regarding the study please contact

Yvonne Wiegers at 477-2746 or my supervisor Professor Lesley Biggs at

966-6931. Please keep a copy of this consent form.

Thank you for your time!

respondent's signature date

researcher
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Football Consent Form

Name of the Researcher:

Title:

Objectives and Procedures: The purpose of this study is to examine how

bodybuilding shapes men's presentation of self, particularly their sense of
masculinity.

A group of approximately 7-10 football athletes has been chosen in
order to compare their experiences, motivations, views on female
athleticism and training routines with those of male bodybuilders. Such a

comparative study will enable the researcher to note the similarities and
dissimilarities between the two sports.

Through a personal interview, based on a series of questions
including background information including: age, ethnicity, education,
employment status and bodily characteristics such as weight and height;
orienation (competitive or non-competitive) toward the sport; body-self
relations; reasons for playing football; nutritional concerns; and training
regimens, the researcher will record your experiences of football practices.

After the interview, there will be a debriefing period wherein you
will be asked if you have any questions pertaining to the study and, if you
want to be informed of the research results. Lastly, you will be advised of
any new information that may effect your decision to continue in the

study.

Possible benefits of the study: Increase our understanding of a little
known topic.

Possible risks of the study: Respondents may disclose information

pertaining to the buying and/or selling of steroids, which are a legally
banned substance. Therefore, it is important that you, the respondent, be
aware that the data from this study could be subpoenaed in an

investigation of the prescription or use of such drugs, and that evidence

might be incriminating against you.

I, -------------, have read the above description and agree to

participate in this study. The procedure has been explained to me by ----
-------- and I understand it.

I understand that I am free to withdraw from this study at any time
and that my identity will be kept confidential. I understand that my
name will never appear in this thesis. In order to protect my
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confidentiality the taped interview will contain an identifying number

and, upon completion of the thesis the tape will be deleted.

If you have any questions regarding the study please contact

Yvonne Wiegers at 477-2746 or my supervisor Professor Lesley Biggs at

966-6931. Please keep a copy of this consent form.

Thank you for your time!

respondent's signature date

researcher
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Track and Field Consent Form

Name of the Researcher:

Title:

Objectives and Procedures: The purpose of this study is to examine how

bodybuilding shapes men's presentation of self, particularly their sense of
masculinity .

A group of approximately 7-10 track and field athletes has been
chosen in order to compare their experiences, motivations, views on

female athleticism and training routines with those of male bodybuilders.
Such a comparative study will enable the researcher to note the
similarities and dissimilarities between the two sports.

Through a personal interview, based on a series of questions
including background information including: age, ethnicity, education,
employment status and bodily characteristics such as weight and height;
orienation (competitive or non-competitive) toward the sport; body-self
relations; reasons for participating in track and field; nutritional concerns;
and training regimens, the researcher will record your experiences of
track and field practices.

After the interview, there will be a debriefing period wherein you
will be asked if you have any questions pertaining to the study and, if you
want to be informed of the research results. Lastly, you will be advised of
any new information that may effect your decision to continue in the

study.

Possible benefits of the study: Increase our understanding of a little
known topic.

Possible risks of the study: Respondents may disclose information

pertaining to the buying and/or selling of steroids, which are a legally
banned substance. Therefore, it is important that you, the respondent, be
aware that the data from this study could be subpoenaed in an

investigation of the prescription or use of such "drugs, and that evidence

might be incriminating against you.

I, -------------, have read the above description and agree to

participate in this study. The procedure has been explained to me by ----
-------- and I understand it.

I understand that I am free to withdraw from this study at any time
and that my identity will be kept confidential. I understand that my
name will never appear in this thesis. In order to protect my
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confidentiality the taped interview will contain an identifying number

and, upon completion of the thesis the tape will be deleted.

If you have any questions regarding the study please contact

Yvonne Wiegers at 477-2746 or my supervisor Professor Lesley Biggs at

966-6931. Please keep a copy of this consent form.

Thank you for your time!

respondent's signature date

researcher
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APPENDIXB

Bodybuilding Questionnaire

Name:

Age:
Ethnicity:
Education:

Employment Status:
Height:
Weight:

Which gym do you work out at?

How many years have you been bodybuilding, and how many hours per
week?

Do you use machines or free weights?

How much weight do you use?

How many sets and reps per set do you perform?

Do you change your routines?

Why do you bodybuild--what is your goal?

Does bodybuilding enhance your sense ofmasculinity?

Which muscle groups do you want to develop the most?

Have you or do you participate in competitions?

How did it feel to participate in these competitions?

What sort of pre-competition preparations did you make?

Do you participate in other sports?

Do you think bodybuilding is a sport?

Have you or do you use steroids?

Do you experience much pain due to bodybuilding?
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Do you think pain is indicative of a serious bodybuilder?

Are you health conscious?

Do you read muscle magazines?

How do you feel when men look at you--in the gym or in public?

How do you feel when women look at you--in the gym or in public?

Do you have a girlfriend/wife/lover?

Do you think women should become bodybuilders?

What do you think is the ideal female body?

What are the positive and negative aspects of bodybuilding?

How would you feel if you were forced to permanently stop
bodybuilding?

How do you feel being interviewed by a female researcher?
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Football Questionnaire

Name:

Age:
Ethnicity:
Education:

Employment Status:
Height:
Weight:

What position do you play on the team?

Why do you play football?

Does football enhance your sense ofmasculinity?

Do you experience bodily pain due to your participation in football?

Have you or do you participate in competitions?

How did it feel to participate in these competitions?

What sort of pre-competition preparations did you make?

Are you happy with your body image?

Do you weight train?

Why and how many hours per week?

Do you use machines or free weights?

How much weight do you use?

How many sets and reps per set do you perform?

Which muscle groups do you want to develop the most?

Do you change your routines?

Have you or do you use steroids?

Are you health conscious?
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How do you feel when men look at you--in the gym or in public?

How do you feel when women look at you--in the gym or in public?

Do you have a girlfriend/wife/lover?

Do you think bodybuilding is a sport?

Can you imagine becoming a bodybuilder?

Do you think women should participate in football?

What do you think is the ideal female body?

What are the positive and negative aspects of football?

How would you feel if you were forced to permanently stop playing
football?

How do you feel being interviewed by a female researcher?
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Track and Field Questionnaire

Name:

Age:
Ethnicity:
Education:

Employment Status:
Height:
Weight:

What track and field events do you participate in?

Why do you participate in track and field?

Does track and field enhance your sense of masculinity?

Do you experience bodily pain due to your participation in track and
field?

Have you or do you participate in competitions?

How did it feel to participate in these competitions?

What sort of pre-competition preparations did you make?

Are you happywith your body image?

Do you weight train?

Why and how many hours per week?

Do you use machines or free weights?

How much weight do you use?

How many sets and reps per set do you perform?

Which muscle groups do you want to develop the most?

Do you change your routines?

Have you or do you use steroids?

Are you health conscious?
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How do you feel when men look at you--in the gym or in public?

How do you feel when women look at you--in the gym or in public?

Do you have a girlfriend/wife/lover?

Do you think bodybuilding is a sport?

Can you imagine becoming a bodybuilder?

Do you think women should participate in track and field?

What do you think is the ideal female body?

What are the positive and negative aspects of track and field?

How would you feel if you were forced to permanently withdraw from
track and field?

How do you feel being interviewed by a female researcher?
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